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Abstract 

Software testing is an important part of modern system development. It is a collection of methods used 

to detect and correct bugs and faults found in software code. Unit testing is a widely used technique in 

software testing where individual units of source code are isolated, often divided up into classes and 

functions, and tested separately. 

When developing in a modeling environment, the system components and their respective behavior 

are expressed by models written in the Unified Modeling Language (UML). These model descriptions 

are then used to automatically generate programming code for compilation into real-time systems. The 

generated code can in turn be subjected to unit testing in order to aid in the verification of the systems 

behavior and functionality. 

The modeling tool Rational Software Architect RealTime Edition (RSARTE), developed by IBM, is 

one example of such an environment. The generated code from the UML models in RSARTE is 

designed to execute in a real-time computing C++ runtime environment. An essential building block for 

real-time functionality is the Capsule model. A capsule is an element with an internal state-machine and 

ports defining its behavior and communication with other capsules. This construction is of great help 

when programming concurrent real-time applications. 

Due to the complexity provided by the real-time runtime environment, it is difficult to isolate and 

unit test the behavior of designed capsules. In this thesis we will show that a capsule in this environment 

can be isolated and then subjected to unit testing with the help of an integrated third party unit test 

framework. Also, before integrating a suitable framework, we will select one by doing a review, 

discussion and a comparison of different mature and available unit test frameworks for use in the C++ 

language.  
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 

1.1 Background 

 

Software testing as a concept have existed almost as long as software engineering itself. From starting as 

simple debugging practices, it has grown into an important field of software verification and is a major 

part of the software quality assurance process today. Evaluation of new and existing tools and practices 

for software testing is still an ongoing process. As long as software engineering grows and matures, so 

will testing and the need for further evaluation of current testing practices and language frameworks. 

Testing is required when verifying logical correctness and program flow in systems and applications. 

A real-time system is a system designed to be used in environments where the time constraint required to 

perform operations is critical as well as its logical correctness. Examples of such time critical system are 

the AntiLock Braking Systems (ABS) in vehicles and mobile broadband systems in the telecom industry.  

Since functionality in real-time systems must execute within time constraints, this can add further 

complexity in both the design, development and verification phases of a real-time system. The modeling 

tool Rational Software Architect RealTime Edition (RSARTE) can be used for development of such 

systems. The generated code from the UML models in RSARTE is designed to execute in a real-time 

computing C++ runtime environment. An essential building block for real-time functionality is the 

Capsule model, RSARTE’s extended version of the more generalized Actor model concept. A capsule is 

an element with an internal state-machine and external interface which defines behavior and 

communication with other capsules. This construction is of great help when programming concurrent 

real-time applications. 

RSARTE gives ample support and functionality for UML design, modeling and code generating but 

lacks proper official support for unit testing generated capsule components. This forces modeling users 

who wish to perform software testing practices to develop and maintain own in-house created 

frameworks instead. Third party testing frameworks could be integrated and used for testing generated 

functionality in this environment. If this possibility exists it could remove the need to develop own 

testing frameworks for performing unit testing on capsules. Freeing up important time and resources 

which can be better spent on development and verification of products instead. 

1.2 Purpose 

The main purpose of this thesis is to examine if a third party unit test framework can be integrated and 

used for unit testing capsule components modelled in RSARTE. The goal is to be able to perform a unit 

test on a single isolated capsule component . We will explore and show one way of integrating a unit 

testing framework with RSARTE and the Target System Library (TSL), a C++ run-time library provided 

and maintained by IBM for the RSARTE modeling environment. 

To integrate a third party testing framework into this environment, an appropriate testing framework 

needs to be selected in the first place. An overview and comparison of available third party unit testing 

frameworks for the C++ language will be performed so that a suitable one can be selected for this task. 
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1.3 Limitations 

The first part of this thesis is a review and comparison of selected unit testing frameworks from a 

theoretical point of view. Since time is limited and the C++ community has had a long period of 

existence to develop a number of different unit testing frameworks, we limit ourselves to only select a 

few of those to be included in the comparison, where our selection criteria was based on range of 

features and popularity. Doing a full review and comparison of all the unit testing frameworks out there 

is a herculean task all on its own and probably consists of enough work for a major thesis itself.  

The second part of this thesis is the integration of a testing framework into the RSARTE modeling 

environment. Differences between frameworks could result in different types of integration solutions 

needed for each framework. In light of this, we will only focus on integrating one testing framework into 

RSARTE. The selection of which framework to use will be from the discussion in this thesis regarding 

the comparison of unit test frameworks. 

1.4 Methodology 

The evaluation of third party C++ frameworks made in this thesis will be based on a comparison 

between the selected frameworks done in two parts.  

The first comparison will be made from a general perspective where features, documentation and 

online communities of each framework will be discussed and reviewed. The base of the source material 

used in the first part of the comparison will be collected from the official homepage and documentation 

of each framework. This is done since the official documentation should give the most up to date and 

technical firsthand view of the qualities of each framework and how they can be used. Other sources, 

such as third party web pages, blogs and tutorials, will also be used. Since few books have been written 

regarding specific C++ unit test frameworks, much information published by developers and hobbyists 

can be found online instead. Online third party material can therefore present extended information 

about frameworks not covered by the main official sources. 

The second comparison is to assess how each framework can theoretically be integrated for use in a 

small capsule based concurrency example system. The conclusion drawn from this comparison will be 

used when selecting a framework and then integrate it into the RSARTE modeling environment. By 

performing this integration comparison, early integration pitfalls could be found and differences and 

similarities amongst the frameworks and integration can be highlighted.  

An integration attempt will be made after both comparisons are done and a suitable unit test 

framework is selected. This integration will consist of creating an adaptation between the RSARTE 

modeling environment, the Target System Library which generated models are run on top of and the 

selected unit test framework. To test that the proof-of-concept integration is successful, a simplistic 

capsule with a minimalistic state machine will be modelled to base our tests on. If the testing framework 

is able to run a test case on this capsule with our integration, we will then have succeeded in showing 

that a proof-of-concept integration is possible. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Theoretical Framework 

This chapter gives a brief overview of the theoretical background and framework related to the concepts 

of Unit Testing and Real-Time system UML modeling. These two subjects are the theoretical backbone to 

the concept of unit testing capsules, a modeling construct used in concurrent real-time system 

development. The concepts presented in this framework is given mainly from a factual point-of-view. 

The development history of some concepts is also mentioned briefly in order to present a clearer 

connection between the abstract concept of real-time UML capsule modeling and the modeling tools and 

environments that exists as practical implementations in which unit testing of capsules can take place. 

2.1 Software Testing 

As a part of modern system development, software testing is a collection of activities and methods used 

for investigating the quality of a software product or system. The purpose of this investigation process is 

twofold. The first purpose is to search for and find bugs and failures in a system so that they can be 

corrected later and thus improve system quality. The second reason is for verification and validation 

purposes, where testing serves as a metric for how the system meets requirements and expected 

functionality. [1] Testing cannot guarantee a failure-free system, instead the underlying purpose is to 

foster use of testing methods and practices for developers during the development process that can help 

to reduce faults as much as possible. [2] 

There exists several techniques and processes for software testing which has evolved over the years. 

In the early days of software development, testing consisted mostly of debugging practices aimed at 

solving programming flaws or failures as they arose. Today, a clear distinction is made between software 

testing and debugging. Testing is the process of finding bugs and failures, whereas debugging is done by 

developers to isolate and correct previously found defects and bugs in software. [3] 

As the field of software testing matured, the purpose of testing changed into a higher level approach. 

From a debugging focused perspective and with the intention of demonstrating that software works, it 

followed into an opposite view with a destruction oriented goal of finding faults and instead finding and 

proving that software does not work. Later on an evaluation and prevention based perspective added on 

with the goals of reducing the risks of using a software and treat testing as a mental discipline that helps 

all IT professionals develop higher quality software [3][4] 

Faults resulting from of a bug can range from annoying system behavior with minimal impact to 

causing the loss of a large amount of money and time, or even be life threatening. Since the presence of 

bugs and faults in software can affect a systems quality and characteristics negatively there exists a need 

to find and reduce the number bugs as much as is feasible. [5] 
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2.1.1 Testing techniques and target levels 

As the goal of testing is to find as many bugs and failures as possible, there exists several techniques 

designed for this practice. The overall strategy when testing is to “break” a program by systematically 

identify inputs to the system and the expected behavior from that input. The differences in testing 

techniques comes from how tests are created as well as differences in code structure, expected or 

imagined types of faults, predicted usage of the system and specifications. [6][7]  Testing can also be 

performed at different levels of a system depending on when in development a test is made and the target 

of the test, which can vary from a single or group of modules to an entire system. [8] 

2.1.1.1 Black Box testing 

Black-box testing is a classification of testing methods with the purpose of determining whether or not a 

program fulfills its functional requirements. [7] This is done by viewing the program or system part to be 

tested as a “black-box” without being able to see how it works internally. By sending inputs to the black-

box, the response output can then be observed without knowing of the internal structure of the box. The 

functionality can then be evaluated by comparing the observed output with the output that is expected. 

The tester does not need to have specific knowledge about the application code, only what it is supposed 

to do as focus lies on verifying functionality. [9]  

 

2.1.1.2 Testing levels 

Testing can be grouped into different categories depending on where in the development lifecycle testing 

is done and for which purposes. [8] The application development lifecycle is used to describe a series of 

phases in a software development project. These phases are defined as distinct steps used by developers 

to plan, design, build, test, and deliver software products. [10] In modern system development, testing 

should be done in each phase of the development lifecycle. [8]  

The division into test levels by when testing is performed is done in order to avoid overlapping or 

repetition of tests and help find relevant objectives to test for. [8] The IEEE Computer Society defines in 

the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) three target levels for tests and twelve 

objectives of testing. The target levels defined in SWEBOK are the following three: 

 Unit Testing: Testing at the lowest level. Tests of individual elements of source code in 

isolation. 

 Integration Testing: Testing of groups of combined software modules, purpose is to verify 

interactions between modules 

 System Testing: Testing of a complete integrated system for the purpose of verifying 

system functionality, performance, and non-functional requirements. [10] 

Figure 1, The Black-box model 
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2.1.1.3 Unit Testing 

Unit testing is a method for testing the smallest individual piece of software in a system, called units, are 

implemented properly. Testing on the unit level is the lowest target level of testing. The purpose is to 

verify the functionality for the smallest divisible parts of an application and show that individual units 

are correct. The size of the tested parts can, depending on the situation, range from small individual 

functions up to larger composite modules that are highly cohesive. [10][11] Example, from a procedural 

programming view a module or single procedure would be an appropriate sized unit. While in an object-

oriented programming view, a class or an individual method could be considered a suitable sized unit for 

testing. [12] 

When performing unit testing, each test case is independent from each other. The purpose is to run all 

test cases in isolation so that previous tests does not affect later ones. By doing tests in isolation each test 

can cover a particular set of conditions. This helps finding problems early when developers needs to 

further define the behavior and error responses of the unit. Refactoring code is also made easier by using 

unit tests, since changes can be tested with existing test cases and eventual problems discovered quickly. 

[11] 

Unit testing cannot give a complete verification of behavior since it cannot catch every possible 

failure resulting from a software fault. This requires testing of all execution paths and code coverage, 

which quickly can become unfeasible because of limited time for development and execution of tests. 

Since unit testing focuses on the functionality of individual units, it is ill suited for discovering 

integration errors. [11] 

The practical way unit testing is performed by developers is with the help of test frameworks and 

writing test code to be executed automatically. The method of unit testing does not formally require 

automatization since test cases can be documented and performed manually by developers. In practice, 

manual unit testing is found to be time consuming, costly, and prone to errors. [11] 

2.1.1.4 xUnit Architecture 

xUnit is a family name for a large number of unit test frameworks that share a test architecture design for   

automation of scripted tests. The first most widely known of the xUnit family is the JUnit framework for 

Java. Described by Martin Fowler as “… being small and simple it encouraged people to learn and use 

it.”, later giving it credit for playing a big role in changing attitudes towards testing and supported the 

growth of test focused practices and Test Driven Development. [13][14][15] 

The xUnit testing framework architecture started its development in Smalltalk where Kent Beck was 

a leading character for the development process. Kent build a simple framework that could be used to 

organize and run unit tests. This framework was created for the purpose of making it easier for 

programmers to define and run their tests, using their regular Smalltalk environment.[13] 

Most programming languages that are in use today have at least one framework implementation 

using the xUnit design. Scripted tests are usually automated using the same programming language 

which is used for building the SUT (System Under Test). [14] Hand-Scripted Tests, or for short Scripted 

Tests, have several purposes, such as: regression testing software after it has been changed, document 

the behavior of the software, or specify the behavior of the software before it has been written. [16] 

The xUnit architecture core consists of five components: TestCase, TestRunner, TestFixture, 

TestSuite, and TestResult.[15]  
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Figure 2, Core classes of the xUnit test framework architecture 

In this design, the individual unit tests are structured into test cases. When a test case is executed, it 

first setups the preconditions and data needed for the given test case. The actual test is then run and the 

result from the behavior is verified. The preconditions in the test are then cleaned up so that following 

tests can be run in isolation and not affected by previous tests. The needed initializations and set of 

preconditions for a test can be shared by multiple test cases. A test context such as this is called a text 

fixture. Test cases are then grouped and organized into test suites. A test runner is an executable 

program that runs all tests and saves the results in a test result construction. [17]  

2.2 UML Modeling 

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a general purpose modeling language for expressing and 

visualizing design in a standardized way. [18] Intended for modeling systems regardless of 

implementation language or platforms, today it provides usages for specification, visualization, and 

documentation of both software and non-software systems, such as business models or legal system 

workflows. [19] Originally created in 1994-1995 by Grady Booch, Ivar Jacobson and James Rumbaugh, 

it is managed by the Object Management Group (OMG) since 1997. [18] 

The UML standard provides a range of diagram definitions for a variety of design usage. These 

diagram definitions are sorted into three types of categories: Structure Diagrams, Behavior Diagrams, 

and Interaction Diagrams. [19] 

 

 

Figure 3, Example of a Class Structure Diagram (left) and a Composite Structure Diagram (right) 

Structure diagrams (also referred to as static diagrams) emphasizes the static structure of the system 

(a system which uses objects, attributes, operations, and relationships). This view also includes diagrams 

such as class diagrams and composite structure diagrams. [18] [19] 
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Figure 4, Example of a State-machine diagram, one type of Behavioral diagrams 

Behavioral diagrams (also referred to as dynamic diagrams) accentuates the dynamic behavior of the 

system. It does so by highlighting the collaborations among objects and changes to the internal states of 

objects within the system. The behavioral view in UML includes diagrams such as sequence diagrams, 

activity diagrams, and state machine diagrams. [18] 

Derived from behavioral diagrams, the purpose of interaction diagrams is to visualize flow of control 

and data in a system being modelled. The difference from behavioral diagrams is the inclusion of a time 

perspective. This can be visualized by showing behaviors of objects in the system during a period of 

time in Timing Diagrams or how processes operate with each other and in what sequence in a Sequence 

Diagram. [18][19] 

2.3 Concurrency computing 

In regular sequential programming, computations executes step-by-step in the order they are declared 

within a program, each computation ending before the next one starts. In the concurrent computing 

paradigm multiple computations occur simultaneously over a period of time instead. Each computation 

progressing concurrently within separate threads of control, without the need to wait for other 

computations to complete. [20] Benefits of concurrency computing can be found in performance, 

problem modeling, and solving. Performance increases comes from execution of parallel hardware.  

Software designed for concurrency are easier able to model parallel processes interacting or happening 

in real life. [20][21] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5, Timeline of computation processing for sequential, concurrent and parallel execution 
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Even though concurrent computing is related to parallel computing, they are distinct concepts. In 

both, multiple processes execute during the same timeframe. Differences lies in how this simultaneous 

processing is achieved. In parallel programming concurrent processes is divided upon separate hardware 

and processors executing in parallel. Concurrency computing emulates parallelism instead on software 

level, interleaving execution steps for processes by running them in time slices. This allows each process 

to run for an allocated time, if the process is not yet finished when the time slice ends it is paused and the 

next process is executed. By dividing execution time between processes, a parallel-like execution can be 

realized on both single- and multiprocessor hardware. [22][23] 

There exists a difference in both the philosophy and resulting trade-offs between concurrency and 

parallelism. In parallel computing the purpose is focused on increasing computation performance by 

utilizing multiple processors. Challenges lie in identifying data or tasks to execute and how to divide 

problems into smaller pieces. Concurrency computing instead focus on managing access to shared state 

and memory between different threads of computations in order to minimize deadlocks and problems 

arising from dependencies. [24] 

2.4 The Actor model 

As the majority of computers and programming languages are sequential constructs, concurrency 

computation introduces further levels of complexity by adding the concept of interleaving program 

segments. Because of the deterministic problem of understanding when certain segments are run and 

how they interact in a concurrent program, interactions can become complex and difficult to comprehend 

for developers. The need for abstracting concurrency has led to the development of several concurrency 

models. One such concurrency model is the Actor Model, where the system is constructed by small 

computational units known as actors. [25] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6, Example overview of three actors communicating with each other by messages 

These computational entities can send messages to other actors, create new actors themselves and 

behave with predefined actions in response to received messages. Each actor can perform multiple 

actions running concurrently, as well as executing actions concurrently with regards to other actors. 

From a system overview point, the content and computation that takes place in an actor is considered to 

perform independently of other actors. Memory and state in an actor are not shared and behavior is 

considered to execute concurrently and independently in regards to other actors. The only way for actors 

to share data is by sending messages to each other. [26]  

The model does not require a parallelistic implementation, instead an actor model can achieve 

concurrency in a sequential environment by executing one message at a time for each actor and 

alternating between message queues. For parallelism, decoupling of actors is implemented by placing 

each actor on individual threads and not allow them to share data, instead relying on asynchronous 

message communication for their interactions with other actors. [26] 
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The Actor model was first presented in 1973 as a mathematical theory of computation by Carl 

Hewitt, Peter Bishop and Richard Steiger. Research followed based on this publication helped with 

further defining a theoretical model with a collection of implementation examples. This theory uses the 

notion of Actors as “.. the universal primitives of concurrent digital computation”. [26]  

2.5 Real-time systems  

Real-time is a description for systems designed to operate in environments where the functionality needs 

to be able to guarantee a response to input within a definite timeframe. For real-time systems, the 

correctness of its functionality depends not only on being logically correct, the time it takes for the 

functionality to execute and finish is of equal importance. These systems are divided into two types of 

categories, hard and soft real-time systems. [27] 

In hard real-time systems, a missed deadline is considered a total system failure. [27] This is critical 

for hard systems where it is absolutely required that events are reacted to strictly within a deadline. [28] 

The time constraint requirement also exists for soft real-time systems. The difference is that missing 

deadlines is not considered system failure, since they are of such types that it does not lead to 

catastrophic results for the system. Meeting all time requirements are not necessary, the goal is only to 

meet as many as possible and each deadline missed is considered to degrade the systems overall quality 

of service. [28] 

Examples of instances of hard real-time systems can be found in a variety of fields such as military 

applications, space mission technology, telecom industry, and aircraft control and navigation. The 

AntiLock Braking Systems (ABS) in vehicles and the pacemaker are two practical examples of real-time 

systems. [27][28] 

2.6 Real-time Object-Oriented Modeling 

Real-time Object-Oriented Modeling (ROOM) is a domain specific language that developed during the 

early 1990s for meeting the needs of event-driven real-time systems. Early ROOM sprung from 

development of upcoming mobile applications in the telecom industry. The ROOM domain language 

uses concepts from the actor model for abstraction and modeling of real-time systems. [29] 

The main modeling objects in ROOM are actors, arbitrarily complex logical machines. ROOM 

provides definitions for modeling the behavior of an object as a hierarchical state machine in which 

states can be further constructed by sub states to any depth level. These objects can also be modeled as a 

compound of other objects, as recursion is a key feature in ROOM modeling. [29] 

2.6.1 ROOM Concepts and components 

2.6.1.1 Actors 

Actors are the basic blocks used when building systems using ROOM. Each actor is a representation of a 

unit in the modeled system. They do not possess any public attributes or methods. Instead each actor is a 

building block which encapsulates structure, data, and behavior. The only way to interact with an actor, 

and for an actor to interact back with the outside world, is through ports owned by the actor. Every port 

has exactly one protocol attached to it, defining how communication through the port is made. All ports 

that exists for an actor makes up its interface. Interaction with an actor is done by message 

communication through its ports. [29] 
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Figure 7, A ROOM Actor with ports, as seen from a combined structure and behavioral view 

When an actor receives a message on one of its ports, it triggers a behavior in the actor. This behavior 

is described with an internal state-machine, providing an abstraction for all the possible way in which an 

actor can respond and behave depending on what types of messages is sent to it and when. An actor can 

either handle the message by the behavior of its state-machine or delegate it further to its internal 

structure. Actors can themselves internally contain other actors, providing a structural hierarchy where 

actors can be nested to arbitrary levels of depth. Aiding in abstraction and providing a mechanism for 

dividing problems into smaller pieces. [29] 

Modelling environments that implements the ROOM model has various support for different 

execution models. Since ROOM models are generated into executable code in these environments, a 

definition needs to be made of how communication between actors are handled and executed. The most 

common execution model is the message driven method. In this method, communication is handled and 

implemented with asynchronous message queues. Each queue is responsible for sending and receiving 

messages between one or more actors within its thread of control. When communication is performed 

between actors on different threads of control, the message is synchronized between the queues for both 

actors. [29] 

2.6.1.2 Ports & Protocols 

Actors sends and receives messages by ports, acting as a communication interface with the outside world 

and other actors. Ports are individual objects owned by Actor instances. Each port has one protocol 

assigned to it. [29] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8, Communication overview of two example actors, connected by ports that utilizes an 

example protocol declaring two different types of messages that can be sent and received 

Actor communication is defined by how and what types of messages can be transferred between 

actors. A protocol is a description of what types of messages and signals can be sent and received from 

the port, as well as what type of data the message can contain. The motivation behind the design of using 

protocols is that it provides a reusable interface specification for ports and can specify valid message 

sequences. [29] 
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2.6.1.3 Data Class 

Modeling hierarchical and complex datatypes requires another modeling type distinct from actors. Data 

Classes follows the more traditional definition in object-oriented programming. In the context of 

ROOM, Actors are considered “Active classes” while Data Classes are referred to as “Passive classes”. 

As Actors are the essential building blocks in real-time object modeling, data classes provide a way to 

represent complex data which are not actors. From data classes, objects can be declared and used within 

actors. These data objects can also be shared by actors via messages. [29] 

2.7 Real-Time UML 

Real-Time UML combines concepts from UML and definitions in the ROOM language into a single 

modeling standard for use in development of complex real-time systems. Following work made at 

Rational SWTM with the UML standard, the UML 1.1 version was released in 1997 which included the 

Real-Time profile. [30][31]  

ObjectTime DeveloperTM was a software automation tool developed in 1990s, designed for real-time 

software development teams by building applications using ROOM and the C/C++ language. 

ObjectTime Limited was acquired with their products in 2000 by Rational SWTM. After the acquisition, 

Rational SWTM then merged the ObjectTime Developer with their previous product Rational Rose. This 

resulted in the creation of the RationalRose RealTime development environment, using the Real-Time 

UML profile developed earlier at Rational SWTM. [32][33] IBM purchased the right of acquisition of 

Rational SWTM, later releasing their own UML model-driven development environment, the Rational 

Software Architect (RSA). 

2.7.1 Capsules 

The Capsule concept is inherited from the Actor model in ROOM and incorporated into the UML 

standard. As in ROOM, each capsule is a representation of a unit in the modeled system which 

encapsulates structure, data, and behavior. An active UML capsule object has its own independent flow 

of control and behaves as a state-based machine. A capsule is isolated due to its encapsulated shell. Its 

shell does not only hide the capsules implementation from objects outside of the capsule, but it also has 

the functionality of preventing its own implementation from directly accessing external environment. 

Each capsule contains definition of its interface to other capsules (its ports that is), its behavior in Finite 

State Machine (FSM) form, its attributes, and operations. Capsules also have the possibility of 

containing one or more capsules within itself. [30][34] 

2.7.2 RSARTE Modeling environment 

The Rational Software Architect RealTime Edition (RSARTE) is developed by IBM as a modeling and 

development tool for end-to-end software delivery. RSARTE is an add-on to the Rational Software 

Architect, a UML based model-driven development environment, supporting model-to-code 

transformations for a variety of languages. It is a build-on from the integrated development environment 

Eclipse, where RSARTE adds RealTime UML modeling support. 

It uses UML for designing architecture for C++ and Java EE applications and web services. This 

gives RSARTE the benefits of having tool features that are available in RSA and support for the entire 

UML. [34][35] 
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2.7.2.1 RT Services Library 

Providing the run-time environment for RSARTE generated applications is the RT services library, or as 

it is named in RSARTE’s predecessor RoseRT, the Target Service Library (TSL). It is a run-time 

framework used by the generated code from RSARTE. Designed to provide a RSARTE generated 

application with services used at run-time, such as Communication, Timing, Dynamic Structure, 

Concurrency, and Message based processing. The service library also provides platform independence 

by isolating the application from the OS and hardware environment it is targeted to execute in. [36] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9, Showcasing layers of a real-time application created from RSARTE modeling [36] 
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Chapter 3 
 
Discussion of Unit Testing components generated 
from Real-Time UML models 

Unit testing is a technique for validating that the smallest software pieces in a system are properly 

implemented. The components that are tested are called units. Software developers often create unit tests 

in parallel or in advance to the respective unit components in the system that is developed. When writing 

a unit test, the expected behavior of a unit is defined by specifying a set of input values to the unit. 

In object-oriented software development the smallest components in a system are designed and 

implemented as classes, methods and functions. The situation is different in real-time model-driven 

software development, where functionality and behavior are described with UML models and diagrams. 

The behavior and characteristics of these models are then generated into source code which is then run 

with the help of a support run-time framework or library, enabling execution of the generated 

components. This creates a different situation when conducting unit testing in a modeled environment. In 

non-model development the code units are fully presented and available to the developer writing test on 

the unit level. Modeling environments instead provides an abstraction layer where parts of the actual 

implementation code of a unit is hidden from the developer, such as the run-time library itself or parts of 

the generated unit that interact with it. 

This creates a problem when applying regular unit testing in a model-driven development 

environment. As regular verification by unit testing targets individual units of code, the developer must 

break the abstraction layer between the model and its generated source. The code that is generated from 

the UML models can consist of a wide range of individual functions and classes, together creating the 

characteristics and behavior of the designed model. From the non-model perspective of unit testing, this 

means that the generated code from the model is to be divided into individual parts and tested separately 

in order to do unit testing. Adapting the concept of unit testing to fit a modeling perspective is to target 

the whole model generated code unit as it is executed on top of the run-time library, as the smallest 

divisible unit to test, instead of only targeting the individual source code units that the generated model 

consist of. 

From a practical standpoint regarding this thesis, an integration implementation for a third party 

framework will be placed below the modeling abstraction layer, providing an interface for developers 

when creating test cases that verify the behavior of the UML model. The integration implementation 

aims to connect the generated code for the model in isolation to needed services from the service library. 

Still, service library dependencies will technically exist for UML generated code in test cases that are 

written with this implementation, except that these dependencies will be hidden from the test writer 

through the interface provided by the integration implementation. In strict unit testing, these 

dependencies needs to be removed. 
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An analogy can be made to unit testing code that is dependent on external libraries. In this scenario, a 

code unit that has a dependency to another module or library is verified in isolation from the external 

dependency. Two strategies exist for handling dependencies in a unit test: mocking and stubbing. 

Stubbing the dependency is done by providing predefined responses to function calls made to the 

dependency. Only providing a shallow form of functionality where the tester creates “stand-in” code and 

responses for the dependency. In mocking, mock objects that simulates the behavior of other objects are 

used instead of the dependency. The mock object shares the same interface as the real object it mimics 

and behaves in a similar way. Mocking the behavior of the service library can be difficult because of the 

size and complexity. An easier strategy might be to only stub or emulate the service library in future 

work that aims at removing the service library dependency.  
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Chapter 4 
 
Overview of Unit Test Frameworks 

The C++ language has been a major programming language since the early 1990s. With a user base of 

over 3 million users in 2006 and numerous ISO (The International Organization for Standardization) 

standardizations since Bjarne Stroustrup first began to develop it in 1979, the C++ community has had 

an ample base for growth and maturation. [37] Due to the variations in C++ regarding differences in 

compilers, platforms, and programming styles numerous C++ testing frameworks has been developed 

over the years. [38] 

With a large language such as this, it can be hard to achieve a good overview of the various available  

testing frameworks that exists for it. In this chapter, we will present a brief overview of four different 

Unit Testing Frameworks that is today actively used to this day and maintained, which will later be 

compared by us. A comparison with more than four testing frameworks would consume more time than 

we already have for this thesis, see chapter 1.3 Limitation. There is plenty of testing frameworks out 

there, all with different qualities and features fitting your environment. 

4.1 Boost Test 

Boost is a collection of a wide range of peer-reviewed C++ source libraries. It started off as a web site 

with the intention of acting as general repository for C++ libraries, the idea created by Beman Dawes 

and Robert Klarer in 1998. [39][40] Initial contributions was made by members of the C++ Standard 

Committee Library Working Group. Boost is still active today with the latest release made in August 

2015 with the number of contributors to include thousands of programmers, as stated by the Boost 

website. [41] The contributions and infrastructure is provided by individual supporters, universities, and 

software companies alike. [42] 

The unit testing library available from the Boost repository is named Boost Test and made its first 

appearance in 2001 in the Boost release 1.21.0. [43][44] The stated aim of the Boost Test library is to 

“provide a set of interfaces for writing test programs, organizing tests into simple test cases and test 

suites”, using a xUnit design approach for structuring tests.  [43]  

 
#define BOOST_TEST_MODULE ExampleTest 
#include <boost/test/included/unit_test.hpp> 
 
BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE(first_test) 
{ 
  int i = 1; 
  BOOST_TEST(i); 
  BOOST_TEST(i == 2); 
} 

Listing 1, Example of a test case using the Boost Test framework.  
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4.2 CppUnit 

CppUnit was the first unit test framework implementation for C++. [13] It uses the xUnit pattern and is 

designed to test C++ as well as C code. Created in 2000 by Michael Feathers, it was originally meant as 

a C++ port of JUnit for Windows and later on ported to Unix by Jerome Lacoste. [45] The CppUnit 

project has been developed by  a small team that built upon the combined work of both OS specific ports 

by Feathers and Lacoste. The latest version of CppUnit is maintained by Markus Mohrhard from the 

LibreOffice project, with the latest release in 2013. [46][47] 

The documentation for CppUnit exists mainly in two places. The original version by Feathers and 

Lacoste is hosted together with the accompanying documentation on SourceForge, with the latest 

maintained version and documentation instead published on freedesktop.org. [45][46][47] 

 
#include <cppunit/TestCase.h> 
#include <cppunit/ui/text/TextTestRunner.h> 
 
class exampleTest : public CppUnit::TestCase  
{ 
public: 
 
  void runTest() { 
    int i = 1; 
    CPPUNIT_ASSERT(i == 2); 
  } 
}; 
 
int main () 
{ 
  exampleTest test; 
  CppUnit::TextTestRunner runner; 
  runner.addTest(&test); 
 
  runner.run(); 
  return 0; 
} 

Listing 2, Example of a test case using the CppUnit framework.  

4.3 Google Test  

The Google C++ Testing Framework, or Google Test for short, is a Unit Test framework for C and C++ 

testing. The creation of Google Test originated from development needs at Google which could not be 

met by existing unit test frameworks. [48] Initially developed at Google, Google Test is an open source 

project first released in the mid-year of 2008 with the latest release from fall 2013. [49] The Google Test 

community consists of a discussion group with over 1400 members with ongoing discussions as of time 

of writing. [50] 

 
#include "gtest/gtest.h" 
 
TEST(ExampleTestCase, ExampleTest) 
{ 
  int i = 1; 
  EXPECT_EQ(i == 1); 
} 

Listing 3, Example of a test case using the Google Test framework.  
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4.4 xUnit++ 

The xUnit++ testing framework is based on the xUnit architecture. It was created by a singular person, 

Matt Oswald (moswald). It is written in C++11-conformant code and is portable for a varieties of 

platforms. xUnit++ supports Test-Driven Development and tries to be as simple and flexible as possible 

without losing modern unit testing features. [51] The first release was in fall 2012 and had its latest 

release in the start of 2013, though the last update was in late fall 2014. 

The community of xUnit++ has not grown that quickly for such a recent released testing framework 

and its only mean of communicating, for the moment, is a forum where they present the encountered 

issues. The forum is active with its latest issue posted in November 2015. [52][53][54] 

xUnit++ has two test types which are kind of unique: Facts and Theories. These are the test cases of 

xUnit++, but they have different functionality dependent of how you plan your tests. Facts are simple 

tests that assert one thing and are done afterwards. Theories are bigger tests that either incompletely are 

verified with a single assertion, or need to verify multiple inputs separately. [55] 

The xUnit++ testing framework can run multiple tests at the same time and will execute the tests 

randomly with each run. In theories, all instances are treated as individual tests of those theories which 

are declared. As an advantage with this sort of randomized testing is that it will not matter in what order 

you write your test cases and easier to spot unintended dependencies between test cases if they would to 

exist. The disadvantage is that you will not have control over your test cases and because of that cannot 

run them in your order you want them to. [55] 

 
Insert example code 
#include "xUnit++/xUnit++.h" 
 
using xUnitpp::xUnitAssert; 
 
FACT("ExampleTest") 
{ 
  int i = 1; 
  Assert.Equal(i, 1); 
} 
 

Listing 4, Example of a test case using the xUnit++ framework. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Framework Comparison 

This chapter contains a comparison between the four testing frameworks presented in chapter 4. Support 

for testing on different systems and OS varies between all the available C++ frameworks. Only four C++ 

testing frameworks that are of interest for this thesis will be covered. The number of available 

frameworks for C++ testing is too large for a comparison to be made within the scope of this thesis. The 

comparison made in this chapter covers three framework characteristics: Feature, Documentation, and 

Possibility of Integration into a Real-Time Modeling Environment. Comparing frameworks by these 

three categories is done for the purpose of selecting which testing framework is most suited for the  

RSARTE environment integration. 

5.1 Feature 

Feature Boost Test CppUnit Google Test xUnit++ 

Assertion Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Mocks Yes No Yes No 

Fixture Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Suite Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Macros Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Checkpoint Yes No Sort of1 No 

Exceptions Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Death Test Yes No Yes No 

Template Yes No Yes Yes 

Modern C++ 

support 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Platform specific 

 Unix 

 Windows 

 OS X 

All All All Unix & Windows 

only 

Table 1, List of features with comparison 

The Table 1 is an summary and overview of available testing features for Boost Test, CppUnit, Google 

Test and the xUnit++ framework. The different testing frameworks support a different range of features 

and available tests. By consulting the overview in Table and only count the number of available features 

for each framework without caring about quality and importance of the specific feature. The two testing 

frameworks that stand out is Boost Test and Google Test. Even though these two frameworks possess 

the most number of features amongst the four testing frameworks, this is not a comprehensive list of 

possible unit test framework features. The selection of features to compare between is limited in this 

thesis. 

                                                 
1 As Google Test states it; “you can use test events as checkpoints to implement a resource leak checker, for example.” 

[56] 
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5.1.1 Feature Discussion 

In this section an explanation of each framework feature mentioned in Table 1 is provided, together with 

a brief discussion of each framework regarding each feature. 

 

5.1.1.1 Assertion  

Assertions are Boolean expressions that aims at evaluating outcomes from specific moments in a test 

program. A test assertion, which is defined as an expression, encapsulates some testable logic specified 

about a target under test. [57] 

The assertion functionality makes it possible to perform the actual verifications in a test, therefore all 

the selected testing frameworks support this. Though they have similarities in of how they are utilized in 

each framework. See appendix B which shows differences between the testing framework code. A 

similarity between Boost Test, CppUnit and Google Test is that the assertion functionality is given with  

a set of assertion macros in each framework.  

Google Test prints console information if a test would pass or fail, the information automatically 

formats with the location of the source file and line number location of that assertion along with a failure 

message. [58] xUnit++ have similarities with Google Test. [59] CppUnit and Boost Test needs the tester 

to manually format output to the console for proper output. 

5.1.1.2 Mocks  

In mocking, mock objects are used for simulating the behavior of other objects are used to remove 

dependencies in unit tests. The mock object shares the same interface as the real object it mimics and 

behaves in a similar way. Mocks are a useful feature if the real objects are impractical to integrate into 

the unit test. [60] 

Boost Test and Google Test support the use of mocking, while CppUnit and xUnit++ do not. Boost 

Test has support for Mocks, but prefers the functionality gained from the mocking library called Turtle. 

Google Test gains its mocking ability through the framework Google Mock. Being able to support 

mocking is of interest with the possibility of building upon earlier works of using Google Mocks in a 

modeling environment. [61] In an environment where the possibility of using Google Mock exists, 

Google Test is strong since it can seamlessly integrate with Google Mock. 

5.1.1.3 Fixture  

Fixture allows the reuse the same test configuration for several different tests. A fixture is a known set of 

objects that serves as a base for a set of test cases, which they can share. Fixtures become very handy 

when writing test cases that uses similar test initializations and configurations. [62] 

Fixture is a standard from the xUnit architecture, which is shared by all frameworks in this thesis. 

This means that all of the four testing frameworks do support the use of fixtures.[14] 

5.1.1.4 Suite  

A test suite is an assemblage of test cases that are intended to test a software program for some specified 

set of behaviors. Test suites usually contains instructions or goals for each set of test cases, but also 

contains the information on the system configuration that is to be used during the testing phase. A group 

of test cases may also hold prerequisite states or steps, and descriptions of the following tests to come. 

[63]  

Due to having a test suite you can construct your tests you want to run. This is a preferred feature and 

all our testing frameworks supports test suites. For most of our testing frameworks this includes the 

order of the tests too, all except xUnit++. xUnit++ test are randomized, as mentioned in chapter 4.4, so 

you cannot run your test in a specific order if you do not have singular test cases in each test suite. 

Though it is good to have test suites even for randomized tests due to setups and teardowns. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test_case
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5.1.1.5 Macros  

Macros are loaded keywords or function call that represents a fragment of code by just a function name. 

When you call the name of the macro, the code is called instead. There exist of two kinds of macros, 

object- and function-like macros. Object-like macros will resemble data objects and function-like macros 

will resemble function calls. [64]  

Macros are handy and all of the selected testing frameworks have at least one macro of its own. They 

usually use their assertion as macros to make it more simple for a tester to write his/her tests.  

5.1.1.6 Checkpoint  

Checkpoints are saved positions that can be called upon. Checkpoint is a macro in Boost Test which is 

intended to be used to inject "named" checkpoint position. The message with the checkpoint position is 

then saved and reported by the exception logging functions (if any occurs) and can later be formatted 

from any standard output stream compliant component. 

Google Test approach this in a way that you can use test events as checkpoints to implement a 

resource leak checker (see footnote on page 23). Both CppUnit and xUnit++ lack this feature. [56][65] 

Our thesis do not necessary need this feature, but the feature is useful nonetheless if the test 

environment would be needing it for a future project. This makes both Boost Test and Google Test 

strong candidates. 

5.1.1.7 Exception  

Exception, or Exception Assertion in Google Test, is a feature that can catch an expected failed 

assertions in a test case. Exception assertions are for verifying that the code throws (or does not throw) 

an exception as expected. They are, like the usual assertions are, usually written as macros. [56] 

Exception is a valid feature to be able to test without crash if expecting an exception. All of the selected 

testing frameworks supports this feature. 

5.1.1.8 Death Test  

Death tests are tests that are used to check if a program terminates in an expected way without throwing 

an exception. If things goes wrong in a test, for example: an assertion checks a wrong condition, then the 

program can go into an erroneous state, that in turn could lead to worse consequences. Like memory 

corruption and security holes. Death tests are precondition checks which cause the processes to die if 

encountering faults. As certain assertions can cause failure from unmet conditions, death tests act as 

sanity checks ensuring that the program is in a known state and not corrupted. [56] 

Only Boost Test and Google Test are the testing frameworks of the four that supports this kind of 

feature. CppUnit and xUnit++ do not, which makes Boost Test and Google Test stronger candidates.  

5.1.1.9 Templates  

A template is a mechanism in the C++ programming language and is generally supported by modern 

compilers. It allows a programmer to use different types for classes and functions. The compiler then 

generates the specific classes and functions when it is later provided the specific types as arguments. 

[66] 

CppUnit is the only one the four testing frameworks that does not support testing templates. With the 

template construct functions and classes can be written to operate with generic types, allowing generic 

functions and classes to work on many different data types without needing to rewrite the code for each 

one. Saving time, data, and makes the code easier to read, which makes the other three testing 

frameworks stronger candidates. 
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5.1.1.10 Modern C++ Support 

For the testing frameworks to be actively used in the future they constantly need to keep up with the 

evolution of the C++-language. All developers of the selected frameworks have realized this and keep 

making releases supporting this. It might be especially important to Boost since their main objective is to 

be the repository of up to date C++ libraries. [40] 

5.1.1.11 Platform support 

For a testing framework to be attractive to a wide range of users it needs to reach out to multiple 

platforms. All of the selected testing frameworks, except xUnit++, is supported for development on 

Windows, OS X, and Unix. [67][68][69] xUnit++ is quite young compared to the other frameworks 

since its first release in 2012, with support for OS X in future plans. [70]  

5.1.2 Feature Discussion 

In our view Google Test and Boost Test is overall the strongest frameworks feature-wise among the 

compared frameworks in this thesis. 

It is possible to already use Google Mock for unit testing in a RSARTE environment, as detailed by 

Joakim Braaf in Introducing Mock framework for Unit Test in a modeling environment. [61] If such an 

environment already uses the Google Mock framework, Google Test will naturally become the strongest 

selection due to the affinity between Google Test and Google Mock. Since Google Test and Google 

Mock supports each other, this makes Google Test a more suited candidate than Boost Test.  

Boost Test does not lack support for mocking. Boost Test prefer the Turtle library for the support of 

Mocks, but is able to support other Mock libraries as well as we mentioned in 5.1.1.2. As previous work 

has established Google Mock as the preferred mocking framework, the choice weighs heavily in favor of 

using Google Test for the unit test framework integration. 

CppUnit is the oldest of the selected testing frameworks, but Boost Test, with only one year apart of 

CppUnit first release, is the most developed. It have had almost 14 years from now with people helping 

out developing it. Google Test though have had a fast evolution and rivaled with Boost Test with only 

half the development time. Even though CppUnit does not quite hold up in comparison to the other 

testing frameworks, it is still a solid framework for unit testing.  

xUnit++ is the youngest of the four and while it has come a long way, it does not hold up to Google 

Test or Boost Test feature-wise. A disadvantage is the forced randomization of in which order unit tests 

are run. Even though a randomized test case order is a positive feature, the tester should be able to 

manually set this easily and not have it forced. Given some time and development, the xUnit++ might be 

of more interest in the future. As it is now, it lacks maturity and crucial features. 

These four third party testing frameworks are all open source projects. To only compare open-source 

frameworks is intended since the flexibility, cost and widespread use is advantageous. 

5.2 Documentation 

The different third party testing frameworks have different documentation styles. Common among the 

documentation for the test frameworks though is that they divide the documentation into sections of 

some sort, but here is where they differentiate in similarities with each another. 
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5.2.1 Boost Test 

The Boost homepage provides information and documentation of the latest release of Boost. You will 

have to manually search for wanted documentation though, since there are not any anchors or a quick 

search bar. The one we are interested in is their “Test”, since it will cover the Boost Test documentation. 

The test documentation is organized in chapters, which are not very long by themselves. In other words: 

if you need to check on something in a specific chapter, it is most likely you will find it fast. [71][72] 

The documentation provides reference material as well as a clear and in-depth explanation on how to use 

the various constructs in Boost Test. [73] 

The Boost Test homepage does not provide code sample programs showcasing how to use the 

framework, instead short examples are brought up in the documentation for the reader to get a better 

understanding of their testing framework. They use markers in their code examples which they refer 

back to when talking about the examples in their text sections. Boost reaches out to its community 

through a mailing list and a Google+ community that acts as a forum. 

5.2.2 CppUnit 

The documentation for CppUnit exists in two places. The original version and documentation exists on 

SourceForge while documentation for the latest maintained version is published on freedesktop.org. 

[45][68] 

Upon visiting CppUnit documentation page they give brief text about History, Usage, and License. 

[45] Following the cookbook link will guide to a cookbook where they will help a visitor get started with 

CppUnit. It is straight forward, but it might have been good if they had more contents, since it is very 

brief. [74] 

CppUnit have made a code example of how the testing framework can be used, called Money, a step 

by step example. [75] CppUnit explains their examples with text bits before and after each example. [74] 

The community of CppUnit is made out of a forum accessible from the distributor website 

SourceForge. [76] 

5.2.3 Google Test 

The google group webpage for Google Test collects all documentation into different documents with 

their own table of content: They have Primer which covers the basic concepts; Advance which covers 

more functionality and advance concepts, and Samples that has test examples of the code. Google Test 

also has a FAQ-documentation and one that covers Xcode, which can be used on Mac. Last but not least 

they have a development guide which is preferred to be read before writing the first patch and a pump 

manual which describes how Google themselves generate some of theirs Google Test’s source files. 

Both the Primer and the Advance documents have chapters which are anchored in the beginning of the 

documents which acts as its table of content. [48][56][58] 

Google has plenty of documentation in their Wiki, though much of it is the same but with patch 

updates. Each patch consists of the same document pairs. [77] 

Google Test examples are often well commentated and covers the most basic examples. They 

describe their functions quite well with a function-box that shows the function-call and a brief 

description of what it does. Afterwards they talk about the functions in more detail and how it can be 

used. [78] The more describing texts about the functions are though located in the Primer- and the 

Advance-documentation. 

Google Test has a google group that acts as a forum for the testing framework development. Here 

anyone can sign up and be part of the discussions. The discussions are divided for the specific problems 

different people have encountered. Answer to common problems can be accessed by the FAQ or the 

forums. [50] 
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5.2.4 xUnit++ 

xUnit++ has its own wiki page at bitbucket, which is the main location for xUnit++ documentation. The 

wiki page presents the reader with a quick overview of xUnit++, where a short explanation and code 

examples is given for the framework. Not all code examples are well commented, but the author presents 

short explanatory texts surrounding the code examples. 

The other wiki pages, which are given as links in the wiki main page, are not as large but give brief 

information with additional example code. [51] 

When it comes to the xUnit++ community it has something that could be called a forum. It is divided 

in sections that will take you in the direction of what kind of help you search for; Commits, Issues, and 

Pull requests. So you probably need to know what section your question should be categorized in before 

knowing where to look for your solution, be part of the discussions, or where to write your problem. [52] 

5.2.5 Documentation Discussion 

For a good documentation to be useful it needs to have essential contents which are easy to read and 

understand. While Boost Test and Google Test had more information, CppUnit and xUnit++ only 

provides the most essential. Though they made it easier to read with less information, it became harder 

to get an overall understanding. 

Both Boost and Google have support in the form of large organizations and a broader community, 

which can be decisive for a continuing maintenance and development. They have more developers 

surrounding the community who can provide feedback, but also help with further development since 

they are open source projects. 

Concluding what information is essential is that the documentation covers basic functionality and 

examples. Since Boost and Google have more information would mean that they either have more basic 

functionalities, elaborates more,  have more examples, or all three. 

With this conclusion we can conclude that Boost Test and Google Test are the stronger candidates, 

by looking at documentation alone. 

5.3 Theoretical Integration 

The aim of doing a theoretical integration comparison is to draw a conclusion about how each 

framework can be integrated and used in a general capsule modeling environment. To do this, we supply 

a C++ library environment (Appendix A) that aims to visualize a basic concurrency-behaved capsule 

system with state-machine actors and message communication. 

A major part of event-driven concurrency implementations such as this is dealing with multiple 

threads for message and event handling. This is important in order to improve performance by taking 

advantage of the gained increase in execution speed when doing parallel computing on multi-core 

processor hardware. [79] In the scope of this thesis, we will due to time constraints simply state that this 

is an important concept and limit the theoretical integration to a concurrency programmed single 

threaded application. In unit testing a singular capsule is isolated and executed on a single logical thread 

of control, which means only a single threaded setup is needed and simplifies testing. The provided code 

in Appendix A is assumed to operate as such. 

All the test frameworks in this comparison are based on the xUnit architecture. This can minimize the 

coding setup needed when performing unit testing on an existing code base. The similar structure 

amongst the frameworks we present also makes the resulting integration solutions for the frameworks 

similar to each other.  
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In our case we want to perform unit testing on capsules, whose behavior is partly defined by the 

context the object has been invoked and created in. This context is given from the environment created 

by a real-time system library, which needs to perform certain initialization for all capsules as well as 

needed initializations for the environment itself.  The framework needs to provide the user with the 

possibility of performing environment initiations before setting up tests and calling the entry point for 

the test runner.  

In the concurrency model example, the system first performs initialization setup and then creates the 

main controller and enters its main loop. Here the main capsule, the top capsule, is invoked and an 

initiation message for it is placed in the controller’s message queue. The controller dispatches all 

messages from its queue to the recipient capsule one by one, invoking the capsules behavior in each 

case. These capsule behaviors can in their turn send messages that are placed in the message queue. This 

message dispatching is then run until all original and follow up messages have been invoked and the 

queue is empty. In typical real-time systems this loop runs forever as long as the system is operational. 

The controller waits for incoming messages from external sources in real-time and dispatches them to 

the recipients in the order as they arrive.  

5.3.1 Test case setup 

The following is the process for doing a black-box style unit test on an isolated capsule: 

 Setting up a test case 

 Send test message to the capsule 

 Wait until message dispatch completion 

 Receive message response from the capsule 

 Verify response 

The test case is setup by creating a controller and setting up the environment in which the capsule is run, 

followed by creating the capsule itself. Normally, the top capsule in the system is invoked on system 

startup and exists in the environment set by the main controller. To isolate a capsule it needs to exist 

only in the scope of the test case. Modifications need to be made as to remove the creation of the top 

capsule in the main controller and delegate this task to every test case instead. 

The general case of testing a capsule is to send a defined message to it, wait for the reply and then 

verify that the response message is the expected one. Since the capsule exists in the scope of the test case 

with its ports unconnected, the controller needs to handle this specifically when sending a test message 

from the test case to the capsule. A solution is to directly attach the message to the capsule and then 

invoke the capsules state-machine by behavior() with the given data from the message and therefore 

avoiding the need of implementing further error handling for unbound ports in the controller. This helps 

with differentiating between both errors in design and the acceptable unbound state of the test capsule.  

When a capsules behavior() method is called, this can set of a chain of messages needed to be sent 

and dispatched before the capsule sends a reply message to the initial behavior call. Between the test 

message being sent and retrieving the response, the controller must perform a message dispatch loop 

until all messages has been handled and its message queue is empty. This scenario only arises in cases 

where the capsule that is tested contains other sub-capsules it needs to communicate with before sending 

the final reply back.  

When the controller encounters the reply message during its dispatching process, it stores the reply 

message and removes it from the queue. This message is recognized by declaring in the test case the 

parameters of the expected response message. These parameters are the sending capsule, the signal being 

sent, and on what port it is being sent on. After all messages have been dispatched and the capsules 

behavior run to completion, this message can then be retrieved from the controller. For a test response 

message the regular send and dispatch process will be bypassed in order for the message to be available 

in the test case.  
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Since the response message is available to the test case through the previous process, it can then be 

verified using the test assertion or compare methods provided by the unit testing framework. Finally, all 

setup that has been done in a test case should be cleaned up in order to not affect following test cases. 

5.3.2 Integration Discussion 

In appendix B, we provide sample integration solutions for Google test, CppUnit, and Boost Test. In 

each example we show how a test case is written and the necessary base code modifications needed for 

the framework integration to work. 

As stated earlier, all three frameworks share the same xUnit architecture. This similarity shows 

through in the solution examples, where the main difference is in the amount of manual overhead needed 

to set up a test case. Both Google Test and Boost Test automatically maps test cases to test fixtures and 

suites. CppUnit needs the user to manually set up suites with cases, thus requiring a test developer using 

CppUnit to write more code than for the other two frameworks. 

The xUnit++ framework does not enable a user to define its own main method and calling the test 

entry point at a later stage in the program. As a result, our example environment cannot perform 

necessary initializations before running the test program. This hinders xUnit++ from being a valid 

candidate when selecting a framework to use for unit testing capsules. In appendix B we therefore do not 

provide a solution example for xUnit++.  

An integration possibility with xUnit++ does exist. Since it is an open-source framework with a 

public codebase, it is open for further development. Modifications could be made where xUnit++ can 

enable users to provide their own main-method and test entry point, thus eliminating this integration 

hurdle. The practicality of this solution is debatable. It might be easier to instead use another C++ testing 

framework that already provides this feature while sharing many of the test functionality with xUnit++. 

5.4 Framework Comparison 

The advantages and disadvantages of each framework has been brought up in this chapter. As a finisher 

for this chapter is to summarize the testing frameworks and present the conclusions in this subchapter. 

Boost Test has potential for being the selected testing framework to perform the environment 

integration with. Boost Test has plenty of features and support, with automatic or manual tests 

registration, and frequent updates, though with drawbacks such as it always run test cases in suits and 

cannot run test cases individually, as well as the need to manually implement formatting for  presenting  

test results. The Boost Test documentation is nicely divided into chapters. The chapters covers different 

areas, which some has examples, though the code could have been better commentated. The 

documentation is somewhat long and disoriented and could probably be summed up in a better fashion. 

CppUnit is not the stronger candidate due to its lack of feature, non-support of Mocking Technique, 

and its manual test registration. Though its stronger sides are that it is portable, stable, and follows xUnit 

patterns, such as Setup, Test, and Teardown. CppUnit has not got its own homepage where it could hold 

all needed information and source materials, which gives us lesser documentation and code examples. 

Google Test also has potential for being the selected testing framework. As well as Boost Test, 

Google Test has plenty of features and support, but are also easy to use with help of their documentation 

and it automatically registers tests. Though one of its greater flaws might be that Google does not release 

updates between patches. Google Test documentation comes out as two primary documents that has a lot 

of texts, but Google has made it easy to read and easy to find specific parts with anchors via the table of 

contents. 
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xUnit++ is not a potential for us. It lacks needed features and support we are interested in and it is 

unable to define its own main method. One of its most unique feature though is its randomized testing 

order, which would be great for testing independency, but we are looking for a testing framework where 

we can specify the order. This might just be temporarily flaws since it is a very young testing 

framework. Due to it is a fresh testing framework it might have potential in the future to be further 

developed into a testing framework with more usability. xUnit++, like CppUnit, does not has its own 

homepage, but is part of  another  host; bitbucket. xUnit++ would benefit with more documentation and 

examples since it seems xUnit++ does not cover everything of our interest. 

Boost Test and Google Test are the strongest candidates in this comparison, since both frameworks 

cover a good range of features with solid documentation combined with a living community and are 

regularly maintained. This is a solid foundation for staying relevant as a unit test framework in the future 

as well. Boost Test and Google Test, we have found, are equally strong. For the framework integration 

with RSARTE later in this thesis, we have selected Google Test over Boost Test. This due to Google 

Tests affinity with Google Mock. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Framework Integration in RSARTE 

To continue the work from the theoretical discussion, a practical case of setting up a framework for test 

usage in RSARTE is described in this chapter. The goal of the integration work is to examine  the 

possibility of isolating a capsule in the real-time environment and create a black-box type of unit testing 

scenario for a modeled capsule using a third party test framework. The framework used for this 

integration is the Google C++ Testing Framework. The reason for this is explained in chapter 5.4. 

 Our testing setup consists of creating a capsule software unit and write test cases to it with the help 

of a test bench project using RSARTE, Google Test and a modified version of the Target System Library 

(TSL). The capsule software unit and its tests are then transformed and compiled on top of this modified 

Google Test TSL library, resulting in a executable able to run the specified tests. 

6.1 Proof-of-concept 

The proof-of-concept is based on creating a low-complex capsule and verify its behavior by unit test 

cases. This capsules functionality consist of a simple state-machine and a port. Whereas a message is 

sent to the port, the capsule triggers and responds with sending a reply message back through the same 

port. This “Ping-Pong” capsule is an ideal component to create a “hello world” test case upon, by 

sending a predetermined message and verifying that the reply is the expected one. This helps us establish 

the necessary minimum functionality needed to be implemented for an integration to be possible in the 

first place. 

6.2 Ping-Pong Capsule 

The “Ping-Pong” capsule for use in this integration is designed to be as minimalistic as possible. It is a 

standalone capsule with only one port for communication and signal sending. The simplicity is on 

purpose in order to spotlight focus on the framework integration itself and not on requirements related to 

the support needed in the system library for enabling various forms of intricate capsule setup and testing, 

such as timing testing and test capsules with dependencies to other capsules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10, Composite Structure view of the capsule 
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6.2.1 Port & Protocol 

Sending signals through a capsule’s ports is the only way to communicate with a capsule. The ports act 

as the capsules sole interface. A protocol defines what signals can be sent on a port and what type of data 

that can be sent in as a signal. Every port has a protocol type. In the case of the Ping-Pong capsule only 

one protocol is necessary since the capsule has a single port for communication. The protocol used for 

this port is a uniquely defined prPingPong protocol, which declares that communication on the port can 

be done in two ways: 

 

 A Ping signal is sent to the capsule, carrying an integer data.  

 A Pong signal is sent out from the capsule, carrying an integer data. 

The following is a description of the signals available in the prPingPong protocol 

Call Event Signal name Direction Name Type IsOrdered 

<<InEvent>> Ping In data Int false 

<<OutEvent>> Pong In data Int false 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

6.2.2 State machine 

The state machine view of the capsule is a representation of how the capsule acts. After initiation, the 

capsule enters its main state, State1. Apart from the initial state it will leave upon creation, this is its only 

state it will exist in until the capsule itself is destroyed. The capsule remains idle until a Ping signal is 

sent to the capsule through the only existing port, portPingPong. This signal will cause a 

pingPongTrigger state transition, executing code related to the trigger and then transition the capsules 

back to its previous state. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12, State Machine view of the capsule 

Figure 11, View of the protocol in RSARTE 

Table 2, Protocol signal declaration 
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6.2.3 State transition 

The capsules state-machine contains the following two transitions: 

Trigger name Port Available Events Guard 

Initial N/A N/A None 

pingPongTrigger portPingPong Ping ( data : Int ) None 

 

 

An initial transition usually exists for capsules. This transition is entered when the capsule has been 

created, enabling user defined code to be executed on capsule creation. In our case we do not perform 

any further actions on a Ping-Pong capsule startup. The second transition, pingPongTrigger, is triggered 

when a message with a Ping signal is sent on port portPingPong. The following is the pingPongTrigger 

code that is executed when the capsule is in State1 and triggering pingPongTrigger on state transition:  

 
// Code executed on a transition triggered by pingPongTrigger. 
 
portPingPong.Pong(0).send(); 

Listing 5, Code executed on a transition triggered by pingPongTrigger. 

The purpose of the executed code is to send a Pong response signal back on the same port. A signal 

message also carries data that is attached to it before being sent and can be extracted from the message 

after it has been received. In this case, a zero value integer will be sent as the message data. 

6.3 Capsule isolation problem in TSL 

Continuing from the discussion in chapter 5.3 Theoretical integration, the same problems that were 

presented for the theoretical model of a capsule based system are relevant to address when isolating a 

capsule for testing within RSARTE environment and the TSL library. The unit test case setup process 

explained in chapter 5.3.1 Test case setup is summarized as follows: 

 

 Setup capsule and test case 

 Send test message from test case to the capsule 

 Wait for message dispatch process 

 Receive response message from capsule and retrieve it in the test case 

 Verify that the retrieved response message is the expected message 

 

For this setup to work, the TSL requires a set of modifications to be made. The following problems 

needs to be addressed. 

 

 Call the Google Test test-runner entry instead of the mainLoop() functionality in the TSL 

main controller.  

 Prevent top capsule invocation on TSL system startup. 

 Set up a logical thread, controller and the isolated capsule to test in each test case. 

 Perform a message sending action to the test capsule from the test cases. 

 Retrieve response messages that is sent from the capsule. 

 After a test case has executed, the capsule and controller needs to be destroyed properly in order 

to not effect or create any dependencies with other following test cases. 

 

Table 3, List of state transitions in the PingPong capsule 
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The concept of unit testing individual capsules in isolation requires that the scope of each test case only 

contains one single capsule, acting as the top capsule within this scope. When running capsule 

applications with the TSL, a single capsule is selected as a top capsule. After system initializations, the 

behavior of the top capsule can be triggered in two ways. Either, the system can send an initial message 

to the top capsule, triggering a capsule response that will set in motion a chain of follow-up behavior by 

the capsule itself or other capsules that exists within the top capsule. Or, the top capsule can be designed 

for dealing with external communication, e.g. waiting for sensor input, and running idly until it receives 

an external event.  

As such, the ports of a top capsule is not normally left unconnected by design. When unit testing a 

capsule, the aim is to view the capsule as a black box and communicate through its port interface. This 

means that a capsule that is tested will be set up as a top capsule with unconnected ports, not connected 

to other capsules which might be the original design. Instead, the test case will act in the other intended 

capsules places by being responsible for initiating communication and receive message responses.   

Normally, messages that has an unconnected receiver capsule is handled as an error. This prevents 

the response message from the capsule being sent and received in test cases. 

6.4 Target Service Library integration 

Solutions on how to address the issues presented in 6.3 are discussed in this subchapter. The 

modifications made to the TSL and the support RSARTE software artifacts is presented in full in 

Appendix C. An overview of the modules created for the integration together with how they interact 

with the RSARTE modeling environment is presented in figure 13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13, Structure of test setup 
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6.4.1 Initialize TSL system and call test runner 

On system startup the TSL performs needed initializations of subsystems, controller and thread 

management. After this has been setup the capsule that is selected as a top capsule is invoked and 

created. The system behavior is then started by first sending an initialization message to the top capsule 

and then let the main controller run its message dispatch loop. This initialization message sets of the top 

capsules first behavior, often escalating further behavior by creating a chain of message communications 

that is handled in the dispatch loop. 

In order to use the TSL for unit testing purposes it must enable all written test cases to be run instead 

of the dispatch loop by the main controller. This can be done by setting up a controller that calls the 

frameworks test runner entry point instead of entering the main dispatch loop. In this thesis solution, a 

GoogleTestMainController-class has been designed to replace the current main controller in the TSL and 

forgoing the usual message dispatching, calling RUN_ALL_TESTS() instead which is the Google Tests 

entry point macro for executing all test cases. 

The process of invoking the top capsule should also be moved from system startup to be performed in 

each test case instead. A solution is to remove the usual top capsule invocation done on startup and 

perform it either directly first in the code for a single test case or in a fixture setup-method for multiple 

test cases. 

6.4.2 Capsule initialization in test cases 

For supporting capsule behavior properly the capsule needs to exist within a thread of control that can 

enable message dispatching to this capsule. This environment is enabled by a controller object in which 

the capsule exist during its object lifetime. This means that each test case needs to create a controller for 

the test capsule to exist within. First after this has been done can the test capsule be created and tested. 

The usual way the TSL structures capsules is through having a top actor class invoking only the top 

capsule. This top capsule can hold inside itself references to other capsules. This is the only way in 

which other capsules can exist and be accessed, within the context of the top capsule. Concurrency and 

thread management by the TSL requires that all references to capsules are strictly managed by controller 

objects.  

This creates a problem when setting up tests, since each test case needs to have capsule references 

within its scope in order to bind them as receivers when sending messages. A solution is to create a 

Google Test super actor which can replace the usual method of top capsule invocation with its own 

invoke-method and return a reference to each created capsule, accessible within the scope of each test 

case.  

6.4.3 Message communication and dispatching 

Continuing from chapter 6.3 regarding the unconnected ports of a top capsule that is set up for testing, 

additional functionality need to be made so that test messages can be created and sent to the capsule’s 

ports. 

Message dispatching in actor model implementations is usually done in the following way: The 

sender capsule creates a message and sets the target port and capsule as recipient. This message is then 

forwarded to the capsule’s controller. Depending on if this controller is also responsible for the recipient 

capsule, the message is either placed in this controllers queue or forwarded to the correct controller 

which is responsible for the thread the receiving capsule exists in. During program execution the 

controller dispatches each message one-by-one that exists in its queue on a first-come first-served basis. 

When dispatching a message, the controller dequeue the next message and calls the behavior 

functionality for the capsule recipient, starting the process of receiving the message and the following 

capsules response.    

Sending a message to the capsule from the test case can be enabled by creating support for accessing 

the target capsule by reference, attach a message to it and call the capsules behavior. This will simulate 
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the process of sending a message between two capsules and still keep the tested capsule isolated and 

unconnected. After the behavior response of the test capsule has executed, two scenarios regarding the 

capsules message response are possible. In the first scenario, the capsule replies with a response message 

directly in the first behavior call. In this instance, the act of retrieving the test response message boils 

down to simply accessing the controller from the test case and dequeue the wanted message.  

The second scenario is when the test capsules immediate behavior execution does not immediately 

produce the test response, instead the capsules functionality relies on communication and processing of 

subcapsules before being able to generate a response. The requirement being that a chain of messages 

needs to be processed and dispatch before the wanted response message can be accessed in the test case. 

The solution presented in this thesis is limited to only deal with the first type of scenario. Even though, 

one proposal to handling the second example is to dispatch each message placed in the queue after the 

first capsule behavior has been processed. This can then be done until the wanted response message is 

found by comparing the signal type and the recipient port and capsule of each message with the expected 

response message before dispatch. If they are equal the dispatch loop should end followed by the 

message being retrieved by the test case. 

6.4.4 Helper Macros 

The presented integrated solutions are encapsulated within own-defined C++ macros to provide an 

interface for capsule setup and message communication when writing test cases. The following macros 

exists for test usage with: 

 SETUP_CAPSULE() – Creates a controller and sets up the test capsule 

 SEND() – Sends a message to the capsule and calls its behavior 

 RECEIVE() – Receives the message response from the test capsule by accessing the saved 

message response in the controller. 

 VERIFY() – Checks that the message response is the expected one for the test case. Used for 

encapsulating Google Test verification macros, such as ASSERT() and EXPECT(). 

 TEARDOWN_CAPSULE() – Destroys and frees up all resources and initializations made in 

SETUP_CAPSULE() so that further test cases can be run in a clean environment and not be 

affected by or depend on previous tests. 

 

 
/* C++ Test Artifact – MacroToolsGoogleTest.h */ 
 
#if OTRTSDEBUG != DEBUG_NONE 
#define SETUP_DEBUGER() \ 
    RTDebugger         debugger_; \ 
    RTDebugger * const debugger = &debugger_; 
#else 
#define SETUP_DEBUGER() \ 
    RTDebugger * const debugger = (RTDebugger *)0; 
#endif 
 
static const RTComponentDescriptor gtest_super_info = 
{ 
    (const char *)0,                    // name 
    (const RTActorClass *)0,            // defaultClass 
    (RTFieldOffset)0,                   // offset 
    0,                                  // id 
    RTComponentDescriptor::Optional,    // kind 
    0,                                  // substitutable 
    1,                                  // replication 
 
    0, (const RTInterfaceDescriptor *)0, 
    0, (const RTBindingDescriptor   *)0 
}; 
 
#define SETUP_CAPSULE() \ 
    SETUP_DEBUGER(); \ 
    RTController * controller = new GoogleTestUnitController( debugger, "Unit" ); \ 
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    GoogleTestSuperActor * ptr_superActor = new GoogleTestSuperActor( controller ); \ 
    ptr_superActor->_preinitialize( 0, &gtest_super_info ); \ 
    RTActor * topActor; \ 
    topActor = ptr_superActor->incarnateTop(); 
 
#define SEND(protocol, portindex, signalindex, message_data, message_data_type) \ 
    RTMessage * message = new RTMessage; \ 
    message->setData(message_data, message_data_type); \ 
    message->setDestination(topActor, protocol, portindex); \ 
    message->setSignal(signalindex); \ 
    ((GoogleTestUnitController *)controller)->dispatchTestMessage(topActor, message, portindex, 
signalindex); 
 
#define RECEIVE(portindex, signalindex) \ 
    RTMessage * macroMsgResponse = ((GoogleTestUnitController *)controller)->responseMessage(); 
 
#define VERIFY( expectedData, dataType) \ 
    EXPECT_EQ( expectedData, *((dataType *)macroMsgResponse->getData()) ) 
 
#define VERIFY_EXPR( expression ) \ 
    EXPECT_TRUE( expression ) 
 
#define TEARDOWN_CAPSULE() \ 
    delete controller; \ 
    controller = 0; 

 

 

Helper macro code used in the test case integration setup is provided fully in Appendix C. 

6.5 Unit Test Cases 

Test cases in a RSARTE model project are placed in a C++ artifact. The example provided below shows 

a single test case where a message with a Ping signal containing the integer 0 is sent to the top capsule 

on the port portPingPong. A response message with a Ping signal holding a 0 integer is expected to be 

sent back from the same capsule and port. The test case utilizes a fixture for automatic capsule setup and 

teardown. 

 
/* C++ Test Artifact – GoogleTestCases.h */ 
 
#include "gtest/gtest.h" 
 
class CapsuleTest : public ::testing::Test { 
protected: 
  CapsuleTest(); 
  virtual ~CapsuleTest(); 
 
  virtual void SetUp(); 
  virtual void TearDown(); 
}; 

 

 

 

Listing 6, MacroToolsGoogleTest.h 

Listing 7, GoogleTestCases.h 
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/* C++ Test Artifact – GoogleTestCases.cc */ 
 
void CapsuleTest::SetUp()    { SETUP_CAPSULE(); } 
void CapsuleTest::TearDown() { TEARDOWN_CAPSULE(); } 
 
TEST_F(CapsuleTest, ExampleOne) { 
    // Message Data 
    int data = 0; 
 
    // Signal 
    int signalindex = prPingPong::Base::rti_Ping; 
 
    // Port 
    RTProtocol * protocol = 0; 
    int portindex = 1;    
 
    SEND(protocol, portindex, signalindex, data, int); 
    RECEIVE(portindex, signalindex); 
    VERIFY(0, int); 
} 
 
TEST_F(CapsuleTest, ExampleTwo) { 
    // Message Data 
    int data = 0; 
     
    // Expected response data 
    int expectedMessageData = 0; 
 
    // Signal 
    int signalindex = prPingPong::Base::rti_Ping; 
 
    // Port 
    RTProtocol * protocol = 0; 
    int portindex = 1; 
 
    SEND(protocol, portindex, signalindex, data, int); 
    RECEIVE(portindex, signalindex); 
    EXPECT_TRUE( expectedMessageData == *( (int *)macroMsgResponse->getData() ) ); 
} 

 

 

Test case code used in the test case integration setup is provided fully in Appendix C. 

Listing 8, GoogleTestCases.cc 
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Chapter 7 
 
Closing 

7.1 Discussion 

This thesis presented the subject of unit testing a capsule, a modeling concept used in real-time 

concurrent design, in three different parts:  

 

 A general comparison of a subset of available unit test frameworks written for the C++ 

language.  

 A comparison of these frameworks when used in a small, low-complex example of a capsule 

based system.  

 A practical integration of Google Test for use in an real-time modeling environment, RSARTE. 

 

The idea of doing a framework comparison is to explore the field of C++ testing and find suitable 

testing frameworks that could later be used for unit testing capsules. The first comparison presents each 

framework included in this thesis from a generalized perspective of unit testing and comparing available 

features, documentation, and development communities between each framework. 

In the comparison when using each frameworks for testing in a small capsule based example system, 

we have discussed and discovered possible requirements needed to take heed of when trying to 

implement an integration solution for doing unit testing on capsules. With this theoretical integration 

comparison as base, we created a proof-of-concept integration with Google Test and the RSARTE 

environment, showing that it is possible to do unit testing on an isolated capsule for a low complex test 

case. 

From the comparison between frameworks, the Google C++ Testing Framework was selected as a 

strong candidate for integration. The framework has a wide range of features and extensive 

documentation in the form of both reference material and easy to learn examples. One of the strongest 

reason for using Google Test in a modeling environment is the support for mocking provided by Google 

Mock, since mocking techniques can be used for handling capsule dependencies. 

One of the more developed frameworks, and probably most popular, is Boost Test. Having existed 

for a long time and still actively maintained, it is equipped with a good range of test features and easy 

access to all other available software packages that is included in the Boost library. This makes it a 

strong alternative  to Google Test. 

xUnit++ is in its current state not as well suited since it is lacking a few needed features as well as 

proper documentation, seriously restricting its current practicality of unit testing capsules. For general 

usage, xUnit++ does hold a wide array of features and functionality. If documentation and integration 

issues are fixed in the future, such as not being able to supply a custom main method, it holds strong 

potential for capsule testing. 

CppUnit is a stable and portable testing framework due to the continued development since its early 

creation. CppUnit can support a mocking framework and feature-wise be a valid candidate for capsule 

testing. Although the old age of CppUnit shines through when measured with more streamlined and 

modern unit testing frameworks. 
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In the comparison of using different frameworks in a low-complex capsule based example system,  

the resulting unit testing setups for each framework shared a strong similarity. This is since the 

frameworks share the same xUnit architecture. The main differences that are highlighted by the 

comparison are the case of test case registration and the possibility for the user to decide when to call the 

frameworks test runner functionality and start test execution. All frameworks can register test cases 

automatically, except for CppUnit which requires the user to manually register tests and thus write more 

code.  

The capsule based example system showcases a scenario where system initialization is split and 

performed at two separate locations. First part of the initialization process is done once before running 

all test cases, with the second part of initialization performed as setup and teardown done before and 

after every test case. This requires flexibility of being able to call the test runner entry point after the first 

initialization being done. Examples of this setup is provided for Google Test, Boost Test, and CppUnit. 

The xUnit++ framework does not provide the user with the possibility of writing a main function in 

place of the one supplied by the framework, which hinders calling the test runner entry point manually. 

This prevents the xUnit++ framework from being usable in this type of scenario, which removes it 

completely from being a candidate for a framework integration with RSARTE. 

With this theoretical integration comparison as base, we created a proof-of-concept integration with 

the RSARTE environment and Google Test showing that it is possible to do unit testing on an isolated 

capsule for a low complex test case. If more time was available it could be of interest to take the 

theoretical comparison one step further and compare the actual integration implementations of multiple 

testing frameworks and then draw conclusions about the results. For a thesis of this size, time limitations 

made it suitable to only focus on the integration of a single testing framework into the RSARTE 

modeling environment. Since time was limited and only a few frameworks was selected for inclusion in 

this thesis, the argument cannot be made for having found the most well suited framework for the task of 

capsule testing. This is not a problem since the aim of this thesis was to explore the possibility of a 

capsule based unit testing setup with the RSARTE environment. 

The integration goal is to enable setup and isolation of controller and capsule objects so that message 

communication can be performed between a test case and a capsule object. This is enabled by adapting 

functionality in the TSL layer and provide a user interface and test setup through a library testing project 

in the RSARTE view.  

The integrated functionality is presented as a library project containing a C++ artifact to the RSARTE 

user. This artifact defines a set of macros simplifying the process of capsule setup, message sending and 

receiving. By creating a software test project in RSARTE and use a transformation configuration that 

includes the test library integration and the capsule software unit, a test unit project can then include the 

Google Test library and set a selected capsule as the target capsule for test. Then the user can write tests 

with specific capsule testing macros and Google Tests macros when creating unit tests. 

The conclusion of this thesis is that third party frameworks can be integrated into the RSARTE 

modeling environment for the purpose of unit testing capsules. Since the integration presented herein is a 

proof-of-concept designed for a low-complex capsule and testing scenario, the solution cannot guarantee 

that this is a viable setup for performing more complex type of capsule testing scenarios. Further work 

and development of framework integrations is needed before a fully practical tool for unit testing 

capsules can be created for day-to-day usage in a professional environment. 

7.1.1 Future work 

As work products grows larger and more complex, so does the need to verify and perform testing. 

Testing is essential, but can easily become time consuming. Therefore removing as much hindrance to 

perform testing on all levels is important. When it comes to testing on the unit level, enabling support of 

third party frameworks is an essential step in being able to perform unit testing at all. Without using 

frameworks from external a large amount of time must instead be spent on creating and maintaining an 

in-house developed framework instead in addition to the actual tests. Selecting an appropriate framework 

can easily minimize the amount of work needed to write and maintain test cases. 
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7.1.1.1 Extended support of functionality 

In future work there will always be a need to evolve and grow testing practices as the software 

development field matures. In the case of this thesis, the proof-of-concept integration with Google Test 

could be taken a few steps further. Broaden support for testing larger and more complex capsules as well 

as supporting timers and message deferring/recalling is an immediate example of future work. Setting up 

test cases for a capsule that contains other capsules shows a need for support that can handle the dispatch 

of multiple messages resulting from behavior chaining. Dependencies on internal capsules is a case that 

could be solved or eased by creating support for using a mock testing framework, such as the Google 

Test compatible framework Google Mock. 

7.1.1.2 Comparison of other C++ frameworks 

Since the C++ community is full of unit testing frameworks there exist room for further comparison 

work. A more thorough comparison could be made for the four frameworks we selected in this thesis. 

The number of other frameworks to compare could as well be extended. 

When it comes to newly developed frameworks, one that particularly seems of interest is Catch, a 

multi-paradigm automated test framework for modern C++ and Objective-C. It is being stated by the 

contributing developers as “really easy to get started”, containing no external dependencies and 

packaged as a single header file for convenience. [80] 

7.1.2 Ethical perspective 

Testing will always be necessary in a software development project. It is important to verify developed 

products work as intended in order to ensure user and customer satisfaction and to minimize and avoid 

potential harm from faulty critical systems. 

Using a third party testing framework enhances the process of unit testing in general. By integrating a 

testing framework into a real-time modeling environment, it is possible to reduce the manual overhead 

needed for verifying design and enable developers to focus on essential test cases instead. The 

developing process could certainly be sped up along with raised quality of produced work when the 

developers can spend more time on actual testing rather than test set-up. 

7.2 Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis was to examine if a third party unit test framework can be integrated into the 

RSARTE modeling environment and used for the purpose of unit testing capsule components. This was 

done by exploring framework and integration criteria, gained from a comparison of third party C++ unit 

test frameworks and an integration example made with the Google Test framework into the RSARTE 

environment. The conclusion of this thesis is that it is possible to integrate a third party framework with 

the RSARTE environment and setup a low-complex unit test scenario for a capsule component.  
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Appendix A 
 
Theoretical integration examples 

This appendix contains example code for various integration solutions for a “proof-of-concept” test case 

scenario. The underlying system code is a theoretical version of a capsule based run-time library used for 

integration. 
 

A.1 Main System Code 

Base code for the concurrent actor model example system. 
// main.cc 
#include "SystemMain.h" 
 
int main(int argc, char **argv) { 
  SystemMain::argc = argc; 
  SystemMain::argv = argv; 
  return SystemMain::entryPoint(); 
} 

 
// SystemMain.h 
#ifndef __MAIN_H__ 
#define __MAIN_H__ 
 
#include "Controller.h" 
#include "FizzBuzzCapsule.h" 
#define TOP_CAPSULE_TYPE FizzBuzzCapsule 
 
class SystemMain { 
public: 
  static int argc; 
  static char **argv; 
   
  static int entryPoint(); 
  static TOP_CAPSULE_TYPE * invokeTop(Controller *); 
   
private: 
  static void systemInitialization (); 
  static void systemTeardown(); 
}; 
 
#endif //__MAIN_H__ 
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// SystemMain.cc 
#include "SystemMain.h" 
#include "Controller.h" 
 
int SystemMain::argc = 0; 
char** SystemMain::argv; 
 
// The following methods is for performing necessary environment setup and teardown. 
// Implementation is omitted for abstraction purposes. 
void systemInitialization (); 
void systemTeardown(); 
 
int SystemMain::entryPoint() { 
  systemInitialization (); 
 
  Controller * controller = new Controller(); 
  controller->mainLoop(); 
  delete controller; 
  controller = 0; 
   
  systemTeardown(); 
  return 0; 
} 
 
TOP_CAPSULE_TYPE * SystemMain::invokeTop(Controller * controller) { 
  TOP_CAPSULE_TYPE * top = new TOP_CAPSULE_TYPE(controller); 
  controller->send(new Message( (BaseCapsule*)0, top, 0, BaseCapsule::INIT_SIGNAL, 0 )); 
  return top; 
} 

A.2 Controller Code 

Controller code for the concurrent actor model example system 
// Controller.h 
#ifndef __RTCONTROLLER_H__ 
#define __RTCONTROLLER_H__ 
 
#include "MessageQueue.h" 
#include "Message.h" 
 
class Controller { 
public: 
  Controller(); 
  int mainLoop(); 
  void send(Message * msg); 
  void dispatch(); 
private: 
  bool isQueueEmpty(); 
 
  MessageQueue _msg_queue;   
  bool _running; 
}; 
 
#endif //__RTCONTROLLER_H__ 
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// Controller.cc 
#include <iostream> 
#include "SystemMain.h" 
#include "Controller.h" 
#include "Message.h" 
#include "MessageQueue.h" 
#include "BaseCapsule.h" 
 
Controller::Controller() : _running(true) {} 
 
int Controller::mainLoop() { 
  TOP_CAPSULE_TYPE * top_capsule = SystemMain::invokeTop(this); 
   
  while ( _running ) { 
    dispatch(); 
    if ( isQueueEmpty() ) { 
      _running = false; 
    } 
  } 
 
  return 0; 
} 
 
void Controller::send(Message * msg) { 
  if (msg != nullptr) { 
      _msg_queue.queueMessage(msg); 
  } 
} 
 
void Controller::dispatch() { 
  if ( !isQueueEmpty() ) { 
    Message * msg = _msg_queue.dequeMessage(); 
     
    if (msg->isUnconnected()) { 
      std::cout << "Error: Receiving target capsule is unconnected.\n";   
    } 
    else { 
      msg->_receiver->_msg = msg; 
      msg->_receiver->behavior(msg->_signal, msg->_port); 
      delete msg; 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
bool Controller::isQueueEmpty() { 
  return _msg_queue.isEmpty(); 
} 
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A.3 Message Code 

Message code for the concurrent actor model example system. 
// Message.h 
#ifndef __MESSAGE_H__ 
#define __MESSAGE_H__ 
 
class BaseCapsule; 
 
class Message { 
public: 
  Message(BaseCapsule * sender, BaseCapsule * receiver, int data, int signal, int port); 
 
  bool isUnconnected();   
   
  BaseCapsule * _receiver; 
  BaseCapsule * _sender; 
  int _data; 
  int _signal; 
  int _port; 
}; 
 
#endif //__MESSAGE_H__ 

 
// Message.cc 
#include "Message.h" 
#include "BaseCapsule.h" 
 
Message::Message(BaseCapsule * sender, BaseCapsule * receiver, int data, int signal, int port) 
    : _sender(sender), _receiver(receiver), _data(data), _signal(signal), _port(port) {} 
 
bool Message::isUnconnected() { 
  return _receiver == nullptr; 
} 
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A.4 Message Queue Code 

Message Queue code for the concurrent actor model example system 
// MessageQueue.h 
#ifndef __MESSAGE_QUEUE_H__ 
#define __MESSAGE_QUEUE_H__ 
 
#define QUEUE_SIZE 10 
 
#include "Message.h" 
 
class MessageQueue { 
public: 
  MessageQueue(); 
 
  void queueMessage(Message * msg); 
  Message * dequeMessage(); 
  bool isEmpty(); 
private: 
  Message * msg_queue[QUEUE_SIZE]; 
  int _next; 
  int _last; 
}; 
 
#endif //__BASIC_QUEUE_H__ 

 
// MessageQueue.cc 
#include "MessageQueue.h" 
#include "Message.h" 
 
MessageQueue::MessageQueue()  
  : _next(0), _last(0) {} 
 
bool MessageQueue::isEmpty() { 
  return _next == _last; 
} 
 
void MessageQueue::queueMessage(Message * msg) { 
  msg_queue[_last++] = msg; 
  if (_last == QUEUE_SIZE) { 
    _last = 0; 
  } 
} 
   
Message * MessageQueue::dequeMessage() { 
  Message * ptr; 
  ptr = msg_queue[_next]; 
  msg_queue[_next++] = 0; 
  if (_next == QUEUE_SIZE) { 
    _next = 0; 
  } 
  return ptr; 
} 
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A.5 Capsule Code 

Base capsule code for the concurrent actor model example system 
// BaseCapsule.h 
#ifndef __BASE_CAPSULE_H__ 
#define __BASE_CAPSULE_H__ 
 
#include "Message.h" 
#include "Controller.h" 
 
class BaseCapsule { 
public: 
  BaseCapsule(Controller * controller); 
  virtual void behavior(int signal, int port) = 0; 
   
  Message * _msg; 
 
  enum Ports   { INIT_PORT = 0 }; 
  enum Signals { INIT_SIGNAL = 0 };    
   
protected: 
  virtual void initCapsule() = 0; 
  virtual void sendMsg(BaseCapsule * receiver, int data, int signal, int port); 
   
  int          _current_state; 
  Controller * _controller; 
}; 
 
#endif //__BASE_CAPSULE_H__ 

 
// BaseCapsule.cc 
#include "BaseCapsule.h" 
#include "Message.h" 
#include "Controller.h" 
 
BaseCapsule::BaseCapsule(Controller * controller)  
  : _current_state(1), _controller(controller), _msg(nullptr) 
{} 
 
void BaseCapsule::sendMsg(BaseCapsule * receiver, int data, int signal, int port) { 
  _controller->send(new Message(this, receiver, data, signal, port));   
} 
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// FizzBuzzCapsule.h 
#ifndef __FIZZ_BUZZ_CAPSULE_H__ 
#define __FIZZ_BUZZ_CAPSULE_H__ 
 
#include "Message.h" 
#include "Controller.h" 
#include “BaseCapsule.h” 
 
class FizzBuzzCapsule : public BaseCapsule { 
public: 
  FizzBuzzCapsule(Controller * controller); 
  void behavior(int signal, int port); 
   
  Message * _msg; 
 
  enum Ports   { PORT_A = 1 }; 
  enum Signals { SIGNAL_FIZZ = 1, SIGNAL_BUZZ = 2 };   
   
private: 
  void initCapsule(); 
  void actionFizz(); 
  void actionBuzz(); 
 
  void error_port(int port); 
  void error_signal(int signal); 
  void error_state(); 
}; 
 
#endif //__FIZZ_BUZZ_CAPSULE_H_ 

 
// FizzBuzzCapsule.cc 
#include <iostream> 
#include "FizzBuzzCapsule.h" 
#include "Message.h" 
#include "Controller.h" 
 
FizzBuzzCapsule:: FizzBuzzCapsule(Controller * controller) 
  : BaseCapsule(controller) 
{} 
 
void FizzBuzzCapsule::initCapsule() { 
  _current_state = 2; 
} 
 
void FizzBuzzCapsule::actionFizz() { 
  sendMsg((BaseCapsule*)0, 5, SIGNAL_FIZZ, PORT_A); 
} 
 
void FizzBuzzCapsule::actionBuzz() { 
  sendMsg((BaseCapsule*)0, 6, SIGNAL_BUZZ, PORT_A); 
} 
 
void FizzBuzzCapsule::error_port(int port) { 
  std::cout << "Error: Port " << port << " is unavailable.\n";   
} 
 
void FizzBuzzCapsule::error_signal(int signal) { 
  std::cout << "Error: Signal " << signal << " is unavailable.\n";   
} 
 
void FizzBuzzCapsule::error_state() { 
  std::cout << "Error: State " << _current_state << " is unavailable.\n";   
} 
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// FizzBuzzCapsule.cc – continue 
 
void FizzBuzzCapsule::behavior(int signal, int port) { 
  switch (_current_state) { 
    case 1: 
      switch (port) { 
        case INIT_PORT: 
          switch (signal) { 
            case INIT_SIGNAL: 
              initCapsule(); 
              break; 
            default: 
              error_signal(signal); 
              break; 
          } 
          break; 
        default: 
          error_port(port); 
          break; 
      } 
      break; 
    case 2: 
      switch (port) { 
        case PORT_A: 
          switch (signal) { 
            case SIGNAL_FIZZ: 
              actionFizz(); 
              break; 
            case SIGNAL_BUZZ: 
              actionBuzz(); 
              break; 
            default: 
              error_signal(signal); 
              break; 
          } 
          break; 
        default: 
          error_port(port); 
          break; 
      } 
      break; 
    default: 
      error_state(); 
      break; 
  } 
} 
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A.7 Makefile 
Makefile for the concurrent actor model example system 
 

// Makefile 
# Makefile for Base System Library. 
# Compilation environment: x86_64 GNU/Linux. 
 
PROGRAM_NAME = base_system 
 
PROGRAM_ROOT  = $(shell pwd) 
PROGRAM_SRC   = $(PROGRAM_ROOT)/src 
PROGRAM_FLAGS = -I$(PROGRAM_ROOT)/include 
PROGRAM_BUILD = $(PROGRAM_ROOT)/build 
 
CCC      = g++ 
CCFLAGS += -g -std=c++11 
 
OBJECTS = main.o \ 
          SystemMain.o \ 
          Message.o \ 
          MessageQueue.o \ 
          Controller.o \ 
          BaseCapsule.o \ 
          FizzBuzzCapsule.o 
 
BUILD_OBJECTS = $(patsubst %, $(PROGRAM_BUILD)/%, $(OBJECTS)) 
 
all: $(PROGRAM_NAME) 
 
$(PROGRAM_NAME): $(OBJECTS) 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) $(BUILD_OBJECTS) $(LDLIBS) -o $(PROGRAM_BUILD)/$(PROGRAM_NAME) 
$(PROGRAM_FLAGS) 
 
%.o: $(PROGRAM_SRC)/%.cc 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) -c $< $(LDLIBS) $(PROGRAM_FLAGS) -o $(PROGRAM_BUILD)/$@ 
 
$(OBJECTS): | $(PROGRAM_BUILD) 
 
$(PROGRAM_BUILD): 
 mkdir -p $(PROGRAM_BUILD) 
   
clean: 
 rm -rf *.o 
 rm -rf build 
 
zap: clean 
 rm -rf $(PROGRAM_NAME) 



 

Appendix B 
 
Testing Framework Code Specifics 

In this Appendix we will bring up code specifics for the different testing frameworks that will 

be needed if you want to use them. 

B.1 Google Test Extras 

To be able to use Google Test you will have to add these files and lines to its specific files in 

order to use Google Test. 

B.1.1 Base System Modification 

The following modifications is needed in the base system from Appendix A.  
// Controller.h – additional functionality 
class Controller { 
public: 
  void      dispatchQueue(); 
  Message * getTestResponse(); 
  void      setTestExpectedResponse(BaseCapsule * sender, int signal, int port); 
private: 
  bool isResponseMessage(); 
  Message     * _test_response_msg; 
  BaseCapsule * _test_sender_capsule; 
  int           _test_sender_port; 
  int           _test_sender_signal; 
}; 
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// Controller.cc – additional functionality 
#include <iostream> 
 
int Controller::mainLoop() { 
  ::testing::GTEST_FLAG(print_time) = true; 
  ::testing::InitGoogleTest(&SystemMain::argc, SystemMain::argv); 
  return RUN_ALL_TESTS(); 
} 
 
void Controller::dispatch() { 
  if ( !isQueueEmpty() ) { 
    Message * msg = _msg_queue.dequeMessage(); 
     
    if (msg->isUnconnected()) { 
      if ( isResponseMessage() ) { 
        _test_response_msg = msg; 
      } 
      else { 
        std::cout << "Error: Receiving target capsule is unconnected.\n"; 
      }   
    } 
    else { 
      msg->_receiver->_msg = msg; 
      msg->_receiver->behavior(msg->_signal, msg->_port); 
      delete msg; 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
void Controller::dispatchQueue() { 
  while ( !isQueueEmpty() ) { 
    dispatch(); 
  } 
} 
 
Message * Controller::getTestResponse() { 
  return _test_response_msg; 
} 
 
void Controller::setTestExpectedResponse(BaseCapsule * sender, int signal, int port) { 
  _test_sender_signal  = signal; 
  _test_sender_port    = port; 
  _test_sender_capsule = sender; 
} 
 
bool Controller::isResponseMessage() { 
  return (   _test_sender_signal  == signal 
          && _test_sender_port    == port 
          && _test_sender_capsule == sender ) 
 
} 
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B.1.2 Google Test’s Test Case 

This is an example of our Google Test’s Test Case. 
// testCase.h 
#include "gtest/gtest.h" 
 
#include "FizzBuzzCapsule.h" 
#include "Controller.h" 
 
class CapsuleTest : public ::testing::Test { 
protected: 
  CapsuleTest(); 
  virtual ~CapsuleTest(); 
 
  virtual void SetUp(); 
  virtual void TearDown(); 
 
  Controller      * c1; 
  FizzBuzzCapsule * a1; 
}; 

 
// testCase.cc 
#include "gtest/gtest.h" 
#include "testCase.h" 
#include "Capsule.h" 
#include "Controller.h" 
 
CapsuleTest::CapsuleTest() {} 
CapsuleTest::~CapsuleTest() {} 
 
void CapsuleTest::SetUp() { 
  c1 = new Controller(); 
  a1 = new FizzBuzzCapsule(c1); 
 
  Message * init_msg = new Message( (BaseCapsule*)0, a1, 0,  
                                    BaseCapsule::INIT_SIGNAL,  
                                    BaseCapsule::INIT_PORT); 
  c1->send(init_msg); 
  c1->dispatch(); 
} 
 
void CapsuleTest::TearDown() { 
  delete a1; 
  delete c1; 
  a1 = nullptr; 
  c1 = nullptr; 
} 
 
TEST_F(CapsuleTest, ActionFizz) {     
  Message * fizz_msg = new Message( (BaseCapsule*)0, a1, 0,  
                                    FizzBuzzCapsule::SIGNAL_FIZZ,  
                                    FizzBuzzCapsule::PORT_A); 
  c1->send(fizz_msg); 
  c1->setTestExpectedResponse(a1, FizzBuzzCapsule::SIGNAL_FIZZ, FizzBuzzCapsule::PORT_A) 
  c1->dispatchQueue(); 
  Message * return_msg = c1->getTestResponse(); 
  EXPECT_EQ(5, return_msg->_data); 
} 
 
TEST_F(CapsuleTest, ActionBuzz) { 
  Message * fizz_msg = new Message( (BaseCapsule*)0, a1, 0,  
                                    BaseCapsule::SIGNAL_BUZZ,  
                                    BaseCapsule::PORT_A); 
  c1->send(fizz_msg); 
  c1->setTestExpectedResponse(a1, FizzBuzzCapsule::SIGNAL_BUZZ, FizzBuzzCapsule::PORT_A) 
  c1->dispatchQueue(); 
  Message * return_msg = c1->getTestResponse(); 
  EXPECT_EQ(6, return_msg->_data); 
} 
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B.1.3 Google Test Makefile  

This is an example of how Google Test’s Makefile could look like. 
// Makefile 
# Makefile for Google Test example integration. 
# Compilation environment: x86_64 GNU/Linux. 
 
PROGRAM_NAME = gtest_example 
 
GOOGLETESTDIR = /[path to framework]/gtest 
PROGRAM_ROOT  = $(shell pwd) 
PROGRAM_SRC   = $(PROGRAM_ROOT)/src 
PROGRAM_FLAGS = -I$(PROGRAM_ROOT)/include 
PROGRAM_BUILD = $(PROGRAM_ROOT)/build 
 
CCC      = g++ 
CCFLAGS += -g -std=c++11 
LDLIBS  += -I$(GOOGLETESTDIR)/include/ -L$(GOOGLETESTDIR)/lib -lgtest -lpthread 
 
OBJECTS = main.o \ 
          SystemMain.o \ 
          Message.o \ 
          MessageQueue.o \ 
          Controller.o \ 
          BaseCapsule.o \ 
          FizzBuzzCapsule.o \ 
          testCases.o 
 
BUILD_OBJECTS = $(patsubst %, $(PROGRAM_BUILD)/%, $(OBJECTS)) 
 
all: $(PROGRAM_NAME) 
 
$(PROGRAM_NAME): $(OBJECTS) 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) $(BUILD_OBJECTS) $(LDLIBS) -o $(PROGRAM_BUILD)/$(PROGRAM_NAME) 
$(PROGRAM_FLAGS) 
 
%.o: $(PROGRAM_SRC)/%.cc 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) -c $< $(LDLIBS) $(PROGRAM_FLAGS) -o $(PROGRAM_BUILD)/$@ 
 
$(OBJECTS): | $(PROGRAM_BUILD) 
 
$(PROGRAM_BUILD): 
 mkdir -p $(PROGRAM_BUILD) 
   
clean: 
 rm -rf *.o 
 rm -rf build 
 
zap: clean 
 rm -rf $(PROGRAM_NAME) 
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B.2 CppUnit Extras 

To be able to use CppUnit you will have to add these files and lines to its specific files in 

order to use CppUnit. 

B.2.1 Base System Modification 

The following modifications is needed in the base system from Appendix A 
// Controller.h – additional functionality 
class Controller { 
public: 
  void      dispatchQueue(); 
  Message * getTestResponse(); 
  void      setTestExpectedResponse(BaseCapsule * sender, int signal, int port); 
private: 
  bool isResponseMessage(); 
  Message     * _test_response_msg; 
  BaseCapsule * _test_sender_capsule; 
  int           _test_sender_port; 
  int           _test_sender_signal; 
}; 
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// Controller.cc – additional functionality 
#include <iostream> 
 
#include <cppunit/ui/text/TestRunner.h> 
#include <cppunit/TestFixture.h> 
#include <cppunit/TestCaller.h> 
 
#include "CppUnitTestCases.h" 
 
int Controller::mainLoop() { 
  CppUnit::TextUi::TestRunner runner; 
  runner.addTest( CapsuleUnitTest::suite() ); 
  runner.run(); 
} 
 
void Controller::dispatch() { 
  if ( !isQueueEmpty() ) { 
    Message * msg = _msg_queue.dequeMessage(); 
     
    if (msg->isUnconnected()) { 
      if ( isResponseMessage() ) { 
        _test_response_msg = msg; 
      } 
      else { 
        std::cout << "Error: Receiving target capsule is unconnected.\n"; 
      }   
    } 
    else { 
      msg->_receiver->_msg = msg; 
      msg->_receiver->behavior(msg->_signal, msg->_port); 
      delete msg; 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
void Controller::dispatchQueue() { 
  while ( !isQueueEmpty() ) { 
    dispatch(); 
  } 
} 
 
Message * Controller::getTestResponse() { 
  return _test_response_msg; 
} 
 
void Controller::setTestExpectedResponse(BaseCapsule * sender, int signal, int port) { 
  _test_sender_signal  = signal; 
  _test_sender_port    = port; 
  _test_sender_capsule = sender; 
} 
 
bool Controller::isResponseMessage() { 
  return (   _test_sender_signal  == signal 
          && _test_sender_port    == port 
          && _test_sender_capsule == sender ) 
 
} 
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B.2.2 CppUnit’s Test Case 

This is an example of our CppUnit’s Test Case. CppUnit will need its test case to have both a 

.h-file and a .cc-file. 
// CppUnitTestCases.h 
#ifndef __CPP_UNIT_TEST_CASES_H__ 
#define __CPP_UNIT_TEST_CASES_H__ 
 
#include <cppunit/ui/text/TestRunner.h> 
#include <cppunit/TestFixture.h> 
#include <cppunit/TestCaller.h> 
 
#include "FizzBuzzCapsule.h" 
#include "Controller.h" 
 
class CapsuleUnitTest : public CppUnit::TestFixture 
{ 
public: 
  void setUp(); 
  void tearDown(); 
 
  void testActionFizz(); 
  void testActionBuzz(); 
 
  static CppUnit::Test* suite(); 
 
private: 
    Controller * c1; 
    Capsule * a1; 
}; 
#endif  // __CPP_UNIT_TESTS_H__ 
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// CppUnitTestCases.cc 
#include "CppUnitTestCases.h" 
 
#include <cppunit/ui/text/TestRunner.h> 
#include <cppunit/TestFixture.h> 
#include <cppunit/TestCaller.h> 
 
#include "BaseCapsule.h" 
#include "FizzBuzzCapsule.h" 
#include "Controller.h" 
 
void CapsuleUnitTest::setUp() { 
  c1 = new Controller(); 
  a1 = new Capsule(c1); 
 
  // Send init message 
  Message * init_msg = new Message( (BaseCapsule*)0, a1, 0,  
                                    BaseCapsule::INIT_SIGNAL,  
                                    BaseCapsule::INIT_PORT); 
  c1->send(init_msg); 
  c1->dispatch(); 
} 
 
void CapsuleUnitTest::tearDown() { 
  delete a1; 
  delete c1; 
  a1 = nullptr; 
  c1 = nullptr; 
} 
 
void CapsuleUnitTest::testActionFizz() { 
  Message * fizz_msg = new Message( (BaseCapsule*)0, a1, 0,  
                                    FizzBuzzCapsule::SIGNAL_FIZZ,  
                                    FizzBuzzCapsule::PORT_A); 
  c1->send(fizz_msg); 
  c1->setTestExpectedResponse(a1, FizzBuzzCapsule::SIGNAL_FIZZ, FizzBuzzCapsule::PORT_A) 
  c1->dispatchQueue(); 
  Message * return_msg = c1->getTestResponse(); 
  CPPUNIT_ASSERT( 5 == return_msg->_data()); 
} 
 
void CapsuleUnitTest::testActionBuzz() {     
  Message * buzz_msg = new Message( (BaseCapsule*)0, a1, 0,  
                                    FizzBuzzCapsule::SIGNAL_BUZZ,  
                                    FizzBuzzCapsule::PORT_A); 
  c1->send(buzz_msg); 
  c1->setTestExpectedResponse(a1, FizzBuzzCapsule::SIGNAL_BUZZ, FizzBuzzCapsule::PORT_A) 
  c1->dispatchQueue(); 
  Message * return_msg = c1->getTestResponse(); 
  CPPUNIT_ASSERT( 6 == return_msg->_data()); 
} 
 
CppUnit::Test* CapsuleUnitTest::suite() 
{ 
  CppUnit::TestSuite *suiteOfTests = new CppUnit::TestSuite("suitCapsuleTest"); 
  suiteOfTests->addTest(new CppUnit::TestCaller<CapsuleUnitTest>("testActionFizz",   
                                                                
&CapsuleUnitTest::testActionFizz)); 
  suiteOfTests->addTest(new CppUnit::TestCaller<CapsuleUnitTest>("testActionBuzz",   
                                                                
&CapsuleUnitTest::testActionBuzz)); 
  return suiteOfTests; 
} 
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B.2.3 CppUnit Makefile 

This is an example of how CppUnit’s Makefile could look like. 
// Makefile 
# Makefile for CppUnit example integration. 
# Compilation environment: x86_64 GNU/Linux. 
 
PROGRAM_NAME = cppunit_example 
 
PROGRAM_ROOT  = $(shell pwd) 
PROGRAM_SRC   = $(PROGRAM_ROOT)/$(PROGRAM_NAME)/src 
PROGRAM_FLAGS = -I$(PROGRAM_ROOT)/$(PROGRAM_NAME)/include 
PROGRAM_BUILD = $(PROGRAM_ROOT)/$(PROGRAM_NAME)/build 
 
CCC      = g++ 
CCFLAGS += -g -std=c++11 
LDLIBS  += -lcppunit 
 
OBJECTS = main.o \ 
          SystemMain.o \ 
          Message.o \ 
          MessageQueue.o \ 
          Controller.o \ 
          BaseCapsule.o \ 
          FizzBuzzCapsule.o \ 
          CppUnitTestCases.o 
 
BUILD_OBJECTS = $(patsubst %, $(PROGRAM_BUILD)/%, $(OBJECTS)) 
 
all: $(PROGRAM_NAME) 
 
$(PROGRAM_NAME): $(OBJECTS) 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) $(BUILD_OBJECTS) $(LDLIBS) -o $(PROGRAM_BUILD)/$(PROGRAM_NAME) 
$(PROGRAM_FLAGS) 
 
%.o: $(PROGRAM_SRC)/%.cc 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) -c $< $(LDLIBS) $(PROGRAM_FLAGS) -o $(PROGRAM_BUILD)/$@ 
 
$(OBJECTS): | $(PROGRAM_BUILD) 
 
$(PROGRAM_BUILD): 
 mkdir -p $(PROGRAM_BUILD) 
   
clean: 
 rm -rf *.o 
 rm -rf build 
 
zap: clean 
 rm -rf $(PROGRAM_NAME) 
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B.3 Boost Test Extras 

To be able to use Boost Test you will have to add these files and lines to its specific files in 

order to use Boost Test. 

B.3.1 Base System Modification 

The following modifications is needed in the base system from Appendix A. 
// Controller.h – additional functionality 
class Controller { 
public: 
  void      dispatchQueue(); 
  Message * getTestResponse(); 
  void      setTestExpectedResponse(BaseCapsule * sender, int signal, int port); 
private: 
  bool isResponseMessage(); 
  Message     * _test_response_msg; 
  BaseCapsule * _test_sender_capsule; 
  int           _test_sender_port; 
  int           _test_sender_signal; 
}; 
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// Controller.cc – additional functionality 
int Controller::mainLoop() { 
 
  ::boost::unit_test::unit_test_main( &init_unit_test, SystemMain::argc, SystemMain::argv 
);  
   
  return 0; 
} 
 
void Controller::dispatch() { 
  if ( !isQueueEmpty() ) { 
    Message * msg = _msg_queue.dequeMessage(); 
     
    if (msg->isUnconnected()) { 
      if ( isResponseMessage() ) { 
        _test_response_msg = msg; 
      } 
      else { 
        std::cout << "Error: Receiving target capsule is unconnected.\n"; 
      }   
    } 
    else { 
      msg->_receiver->_msg = msg; 
      msg->_receiver->behavior(msg->_signal, msg->_port); 
      delete msg; 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
void Controller::dispatchQueue() { 
  while ( !isQueueEmpty() ) { 
    dispatch(); 
  } 
} 
 
Message * Controller::getTestResponse() { 
  return _test_response_msg; 
} 
 
void Controller::setTestExpectedResponse(BaseCapsule * sender, int signal, int port) { 
  _test_sender_signal  = signal; 
  _test_sender_port    = port; 
  _test_sender_capsule = sender; 
} 
 
bool Controller::isResponseMessage() { 
  return (   _test_sender_signal  == signal 
          && _test_sender_port    == port 
          && _test_sender_capsule == sender ) 
 
} 
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B.3.2 Boost Test’s Test Case 

This is an example of our Boost Test’s Test Case. Boost Test will need its test case to have 

both a .h-file and a .cc-file. 
// BoostTestCases.h 
#ifndef __BOOST_TEST_CASES_H__ 
#define __BOOST_TEST_CASES_H__ 
 
#define BOOST_TEST_DYN_LINK 
#define BOOST_TEST_NO_NAME 
#define BOOST_TEST_MODULE MyTest 
#include <boost/test/included/unit_test.hpp> 
 
#endif  // __BOOST_TEST_CASES_H__ 
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// BoostTestCases.cc 
#include "BoostTestCases.h" 
 
#include "Capsule.h" 
#include "Controller.h" 
 
BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE( testActionFizz )  
{ 
 
 Controller * c1; 
 Capsule * a1; 
 
 // Setup 
    c1 = new Controller(); 
    a1 = new Capsule(c1); 
 
    // Send init message 
    Message * init_msg = new Message(0, a1, 0, 0); 
    Message * fizz_msg = new Message(0, a1, 1, 1); 
    c1->send(init_msg); 
    c1->dispatch(); 
     
    // Send Test Message 
    c1->send(fizz_msg); 
    c1->dispatch(); 
 
    // Receive return message and compare 
    Message * return_msg = c1->top_message(); 
    BOOST_CHECK( 5 == return_msg->get_message()); 
 
 // Teardown 
    delete a1; 
    a1 = nullptr; 
    delete c1; 
    c1 = nullptr; 
} 
 
BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE( testActionBuzz )  
{ 
 Controller * c1; 
 Capsule * a1; 
 
 // Setup 
    c1 = new Controller(); 
    a1 = new Capsule(c1); 
 
    // Send init message 
    Message * init_msg = new Message(0, a1, 0, 0); 
    Message * fizz_msg = new Message(0, a1, 2, 1); 
    c1->send(init_msg); 
    c1->dispatch(); 
     
    // Send Test Message 
    c1->send(fizz_msg); 
    c1->dispatch(); 
 
    // Receive return message and compare 
    Message * return_msg = c1->top_message(); 
    BOOST_CHECK( 6 == return_msg->get_message()); 
 
 // Teardown 
    delete a1; 
    a1 = nullptr; 
    delete c1; 
    c1 = nullptr; 
} 
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B.3.3 Boost Test Makefile 

This is an example of how Boost Test’s Makefile could look like. 
// Makefile 
# Makefile for using Boost Testing. 
# Compilation environment: x86_64 GNU/Linux. 
# 
# Install bost test headers: 
# apt-get install libboost-dev 
 
PROGRAM_NAME = boost_example 
 
FRAMEWORK_DIR = /[path to framework]/boost/boost_1_53_0 
PROGRAM_ROOT  = /[path to framework]/$(PROGRAM_NAME) 
PROGRAM_SRC   = $(PROGRAM_ROOT)/src 
PROGRAM_FLAGS = -I$(PROGRAM_ROOT)/include 
 
CCC      = g++ 
CCFLAGS += -g -std=c++11#-Wall -Wextra -pedantic -std=c++11 #-Werror 
LDLIBS   = -I$(FRAMEWORK_DIR) 
 
OBJECTS = main.o SystemMain.o Controller.o Capsule.o Message.o BoostTestCases.o 
 
all: $(PROGRAM_NAME) 
 
recompile: zap all 
 
$(PROGRAM_NAME): $(OBJECTS) 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) $(OBJECTS) $(LDLIBS) -o $(PROGRAM_NAME) 
 
main.o: 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) -c $(PROGRAM_SRC)/main.cc $(LDLIBS) $(PROGRAM_FLAGS) 
 
SystemMain.o: 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) -c $(PROGRAM_SRC)/SystemMain.cc $(LDLIBS) $(PROGRAM_FLAGS) 
 
Controller.o: 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) -c $(PROGRAM_SRC)/Controller.cc $(LDLIBS) $(PROGRAM_FLAGS) 
 
Capsule.o: 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) -c $(PROGRAM_SRC)/Capsule.cc $(LDLIBS) $(PROGRAM_FLAGS) 
 
Message.o: 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) -c $(PROGRAM_SRC)/Message.cc $(LDLIBS) $(PROGRAM_FLAGS) 
 
BoostTestCases.o: 
 $(CCC) $(CCFLAGS) -c $(PROGRAM_SRC)/BoostTestCases.cc $(LDLIBS) $(PROGRAM_FLAGS) 
 
clean: 
 rm -rf *.o 
 
zap: clean 
 rm -rf $(PROGRAM_NAME) 

 


